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CURRY COUNTY FAIR DATES OCTOBER 5th and 6th.
New Mexico Mutual Life
and Aid Association

New Mexico Mutual Life
and Aid Association

Mak a ft poaalbl

for our horn pnopli
to carry protection for our homea at
ita loWaat poMlblc oat

I fumlahlnr pmtae'lon for hundradtof
woman and ohildron In our county1 who
bava now baforo bean provided for.

A. W. Skarda. Pres.
C. C.
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&bnneth P&ttison Drowned

Wedding

Worley Appleman
Found Dead

Bells

27.

1915

School Notice.

$1.00 PER YEAR

Local and Personal

See Whiting's ad in this issue.
Fchool will begin on September
of Clovis were
District Court will begin the
Claybrook-Fo- rd
hocked "Sunday to hear ot the
Worley Appleman. brother of sixth. It is important that every
Monday in September. The
last
On SuAdry at 6:30. Miss Ada Misses Ata and Orpha Apple-man- , pupil be present on that day.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store, judge is expected
untimely death o f Kenneth
here soon to
who resided on his sister's The teachers wi want to get
Pattison, the 17 year old son of Ford and Earnest Clay brook,
draw the jury lists.
was
L.e uarter, ot
ortaies,
Mr. Will H. Pattison, by drown-in- two o f Clovis most popular claim near House,
was found the names of all the pupils they in Clovis the first of the week.
Mrs. W. E. McLenion, who
in the rain lake three miles young people were united in dead by his neighbors Monday are to have so they can assign
'
Good,
Lee
Lubbock,
spent
of
has
been visiting in the south, is
marriage
by
Texas
at
Farwell.
morning. Sunday he was seen seats and make arrangements
east of Clovis. A flinging
Tuesday
Clovis.
in
expected
home by the first of
Rev.
Hendrix.
Prior
to
their
for
friends
chatting
and
with his
their regular work, which
was being held near the
J. W. Herrin and J. Q. Herrin the month.
lake and a crowd of town and marriage both Mr. and Mrs. seemed apparently in good will start the following day.
country people were enjoying Clay brook were employed a b health. Word was sent to h;s After assigning lessons and giv- are here from Clayton.
Carlos and Joe Townsend were
clerks in the Rodes Dry Goods relatives here in Clovis and the ing out book lists etc., the chilthe day picnieing and singing.
from near Portales the first
here
Old papers for sale at this
k
of the week, with a load of
It seems that young Pattison Store, which position Mr.
remains were at once brought to dren will be excused for the re- office, 15 cts. per hundred.
still holds.
p:aches,
had just completed a hearty
his mother's home in this city. mainder of Monday. The teachMrs Otis Johnson left WedThe bride is a young lady of Interment was made in the ers, however, will be in their
dinner and had gone to the lake
F. W. Myers, manager of the
rooms all day. Atjthis time they nesday for a trip to California.
for a swim, he together with many graces of mi nd and person, Clovis cemetery.
telephone
exchange, returned
S. L. Beckley. who has been Wednesday from
fourteen others were in the lake who is capable of filling the home
The coroner's jury gave a ver- will be glad to talk with parents
a vacation
swimming, when it was sug- she will adorn with happiness and dict of death by natural causes. and pupils about the work of the ill for several weeks, is still through the E ist, he also visitgested by some of the crowd to will prove to be truly a helpmate
The deceased was 4G years of coming year. Also, at this time very ill.
ed Albuquerque en route.
see who could swim across the and companion to the huibani age and single. He leaves to the teachers will give examinaMr. and Mrs. Ed Mears reMrs. A. M. Robinson, of Stig-lelake the most often. He had she has chosen to honor with mourn nis loss, a mother, two tions, oral or written, for the turned Friday from a trip to the
Oklahoma, is spending a
her
hand.
swum across (he lake twice and
sisters in Clovis, Miss Ata and benefit of thoe pupils who for western part of the county.
short vacation visiting at the
The groom is one of our best Orpha Appleman, and a si3ter any reason had to leave school
wr.s attempting to swim the
I examine and test eyes. No homes of E. T. Englant, Nelson
third time when, it is supposed, young men, an by those who in Kansas, also a brother in last year before the close of the
charges
for rxaminatisn.
Bettis and other friends.
know
concity,
in
him
is
this
he
he took the cramps and sank.
term.
TeSas.
Dr.
H.
Ii.
Gibson.
one
of
sidered
substantial
the
The text books in the first
His friends seeing him, at once
J. N. Pickel, cashier of the
TheNtwi extends their most
.
Wm. Ware, of Giady, made a First National Bank at Willard.
swam to his
It and coming young men of the profound sympathy to lb.3 be- eight grades will, with a
exceptions, be new this year. trip to the city for supplies spent Tuesday and Wednesday
seems at this point the lake was citv.
reaved.
with his brother and family of
at its deepest. When he sank lor The congratulations on the "He is not dsai but sleeping." This change was made by the Wednesday.
city.
the second time instead of com happy event are numerous and Night came releasing him from State Board of Education and
this
Miss McNeil,
of Hammond,
must go into effect at tha begin- Indiana, is the guejt of her
ing up in tne same place as is this paper is greatly pleased on
his labor-WW. Ira Forbes and wife aro
usually the case with a drown-ii;- this occasion to add its hearty
a hand from out of dark- ning of the term, Very satis- aunt, Mrs. Mike Kelly, at the here from Dustin, Oklahoma,
good
wishes to those being eo
factory exchange prices have Antler Hotel.
person, Pattison rose 73 feet
ness
visiting
Forbes family.
away from his rescuers and sank freely extended.
been arranged with the publishTouched him and he slept."
They
trip here in an
made
the
Mrs. Mike Kelly returned,
ers. Parents are asked to see
for the third time before they
Mitchel-Mas- on
Tuesday from the hospital at auto from Oklahoma City.
could reach him. After a couple
that children take their old
W. S. Cavender wife and little
improved
much
Mrs. Mattie Mason and Lewis
in
Clovis Rifle Club Scores
books to the store when they go cnicago,
of hours search his body was
health.
girl
returned Wednesday from
quietly
stole a march
to buy new books. They will be
located and brought home. Mitchel
Handicap competition match.
Hot
Springs, Arkansas. Their
many
from
friends
their
and
Infantile Paralyses is a disease
Every effort was made to bring
Rapid Fire Slow Fire accepted in part payment for the
many
friends will be glad to
were
Farwell,
Saturin
marneJ
new ones. Parents should see greatly benefited by Ostoepathy,
him to life, but m vain.
200 yd. 300 500
learn
day
by
that
Rov.
their little girl Jis
afternoon
Hendrix.
when
is
begun
the treatment
The young man leaves a
43 22 20 85 that their children are properly
R. C. Madson
much
improved.
They
by
accompanied
Mr.
were
early.
t
supplied
father, step mother and five
with books and other
29 22 19 70
Roy McGill
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
The union services at the
brothers, all being here at the and Mrs. Joe Hilvers and Adken Gus Pyetski
13 19 67 necessary material on the fust
30
Methodist
of his death, except one Moye. Mrs. Mitchel. before her Capt. Blumlein 43 13 21 82 day.
church Sunday night
Mr. Corgill has been trans
bro'her, who came from Mon- marriage, conducted the Maon's Lt. Hobert Miller 41 22 22 85 Chi'dri'i who arevsix years old ferred from Vaughn to Clovis, were devoted t o educational
tana t o attend
he funerul. Confectionery on South Main E. P. Cooley
33 18 20 71 or who will be six years old by and will be employed in the car matters anil a discission of the
efficiency of the Clovis public
Funeral services were held at Street, which business they will Philipp Cooley
26 14 14 54 the first of October will be ad- department.
schools.
the PpisbyteriansOhurch Friday still conduct.
3!) 17
0 56 mitted to the First or Primary
Perry Keown,
Captain of
It is pleasure to chronicle the Albert Weisser
afternoon at 2:.'J0. Undertaker
T, Sugg, a former resident of
A. G. Chambers 43 18 19 77 gardes.
Company "K", returned Thursmarriage
of
these estimable
Johnson having clurga of the
Children of the fir3t four day from a months visit to his Clovis, returned the first of the
$5.00
Madson,
prize,
1st
people and this paper wafts
remains.
week after several months abgrades living south of the rail- home in Kentucky.
Miller,
2nd prize, $3 00
them their warmest congratulaTo the heart broken fafh-?rin Wyoming.
sence
will
Mr. Sugg
road
attend the south side
Chambers, 3rd prize, $2 00
Wanted -$- 225.00, secured by says Clovis looks
mother and brothers, who sit in tions.
building.
to him
better
Very much interest was dis
first mortgage on good farm than ever.
sorrow where his footsteps shall
of
Children
three
the
first
played and the Clovis Rifle Club
near town, 12 per cent interest.
Portales Wins Game
never again find echo, we extend
grr.des living west of
strongest
J. B. Savage, State manager
of
be
will
soon
one
the
Inq. W. J. C.
our 'deepest sympathy.
When
Our neighboring town to the organizations in the city. We
Street will go to the
of the Modern Order of Praeth?y have drained the cup may south was Bgain victorious over
Found: Ladies watch. Own- torians, was
ship- west aide building.
in the city the first
the peace that passeth all under- the Clovis ball team Sunday and have just received another
er
can have same by calling at of the week, visiting
Pupils
4
A
of
and
grades
the
5b
and
ammunition
of
ment
arms
with the
standing come to them from One the home eam aver that they
living west of Main Street will the News office, proving proper- Elmore family, he also attended
S. Arsenal at Beni-ciU.
the
from
who cares for each little sparrow were certain of defeat because
attend the West Grand building. ty and paying for this notice.
Col.
the meeting of the Council here
that falls,
only a few of the original guard
Those living east of Main will
F. C. Blumlein. Sec'y.
Miss Maggie Bruce, sister of Monday night.
were able to play. The usual
go to the Democrat building.
Mrs. E. R. Hart, was operated
Musin Croft, one of Clovis
being
pracsimply
of
excuse
a
it
All other pupils should report upon last Saturday at the Santa
Johnson Returns From Trip
C. G. Austin Dies
most
popular and accomplished
tice game for the balance of the
After traveling over 1800 miles at the' main building. This ar- Fe hospital for appendicitis. musicians, left Wednesday for a
C. G. Austin, a former
regulars who donned the gloves
rangement is temporary and Miss Bruce is a telegraph operfew weeks visit to the Worlds'
died at the A. T. & S. F. will be accepted assufficient in in their new Studebaker car, may have
changed when ator at Vaughn.
Fair., He wiil, also visit the
Hospital Thursday morning, and this case. An accident occurred during which time they visited the enrollment is made,
Philip Herrin, of Villa Grand Canyon of Colorado, reaccompanied by his wife was however which otherwise marred the cities of Albuquerque, Santa
Dr.
All pupils should bring their
Grove, 111., Geo. T, Herrin, of turning home via Utah and Colshipped t o Amanllo Friday the pleasure of the game, when Fe, Las Vegas, Raton, Trinidad, report cards
and present them
Denver,
Rahdlett, Okla., and J. O. Her- orado. Mr. Croft contemplates
morning.
pitcher Pete Weiler collided Colorado Springs and
to the teachers: This will greatfamily
W.
Johnson
and
A.
rin of Clayton, N. M., are visit- leaving soon for an eastern
Mr. Austin, who is an
head on with Billy Singleton
Friday evening. They ly facilitate the work of classifi- ing with J. W. and C. R. Herrin Music Conservatory, where he
and was called by his with
result that Weiler
cation,
will complete his musical studies.
northwest of the city.
friends "Doc", was 46 years old sustained a broken collar bone had a delightful trip with no
W. E. Carroon,
and the cause of his death was which will pit him out of the accidents and enjoyed the seen
Dr. S. G. Von Almen came in
W. G. Roberts, of Canton,
Superintendent.
outing very much. Mr.
malarial fever.
Friday
game for the balance of the ary and
from Albuquerque and
prospector
South Dakota, ts a
He was conductor on the season. Uovis is out ot Iuck Johnson thinks that the scenery
is much impressed remained several days treating
He
here.
Santa Fe and went to Amarillo with no pitcher and a game between Santa Fe and Las Vegas
Railroad News
with this country and says that diseases of the eye, ear, no3Q
about five years ago, but was matched with Tucumcari for excells that of Colorado and that
the climate is far ahead of that and throat in which he specialand
Mrs.
Nate
Bales
children
transferred t o Clovis a few next Sunday, which was looked all that coun try needs to attract stopped over between trains of the Dakotas, where the izes. We are sorry to learn that
weeks ago. Mr. Austin was a forward to by the fans with the tourists is to let the fact be- Sunday,
this will be his last professional
they being enroute winters are too severe.
member of the following lodges: great expectations.
However, come better known.
from
home
their
in
to
Roswell
The News is glad to learn that trip here as he is building up a
Elks at Bonh-im- ,
Tfxas. O. R. C. it is thought that a substitute
large practice in Albuquerque,
Chicago
on
a
visit.
Col. F. P. Helm is improving
Von Almen Residence Sold
and A. F. and A. M. No. 731.
can be seen red lrom Canyon
R. O. Greene, formerly with rapidly and i3 expected to be which he can ill afford to leave
Dr. S. G. Von Almen has sold
The body was prepared for City who is sufficiently experi
the Fred Harvey system, has able to be out soon. He is con- and, shut up his office for several
shipment at the Magic City enced, with the strong support his residence on North Wallace
gone to work for the Cudahy templating making a trip to days while here.
Undertaking parlors and Bert of the regulars, to route the Street to Sam Bratton recently
Packing Company, at Wichita, Marlin, Texas, as soon as he is
Miss Ata Appleman left WedCurless, A. E. Curren, J. A. visitors. The Clovis boys realize from Farwell, who ha9 now loKansas,
so he writes friends in able to travel.
nesday
for Winfield, Kansas, in
n Clovis.
jMchpIs, J. E. Shaw Van. E. II. that they are going up egainst cated permanently
city.
response
this
to a telegram from her
to
13
have
Misses Bertha and Edna
said
Kobinson and A. MandeH acted the real article when they play The consideration
stating
sister,
their infant child
Mrs Mike Kelly has returned
who have been visiting
as pall bearers, accompanying Tucumcari, which they say is been $2,000. This is one of the
dead.
was
i
from
a
n
n
extended visit
their brother, Frank McKinley,
the remains to the depot.
one of the best teams in the handsomest houses in Clovis and
Chicago.
Wanted A white dining ro:m
occupied
by
Ross
is
present
at
left this week for Kansas City
eastern part of the state. Word
girl
white woman cook, or
where they are employed as man and
comes lrom lucumcan that Pixley.
and wife. Good wages.
McClure Returns
school
teachers.
Medicine Show Coming
fifteen players and fans are
Mrs. M. A. Estes,
Box 8S
Breaks Collar Done
Lamesa, Texas.
Judge and Mrs. JohnT. Mc- coming tor bumiay s game and
Sam Small, who is well known
The R. E. Fox medicine show
W. E. Copeland was in the
Clure passed through Clovi3 Fri- the local aggregation fully real
Pete Wilder, first pitcher with is coming to Alva for a week's in Clovis, returned the first of
day en route to their home in ize that in order to win they the Clovis team, met with a stand, beginning next Monday, the week from a four months' 9ty Monday on business, returnRoswell after a months absence must deliver the real article. painful accident Sunday, break- August 2nd.
Whenever w e visit in Mississippi. Mr. Small ing to his claim Tuesday. He
during, which time they visited They are loud in their praise of ing his collar bone. In attempt-t- o have a prospect of good times, says he is here for good now, and wa3 accompanied home by his
the treatment accorded them
the expositions i n California. while in Tucumcari and will en
recover a "fly" he and W. there are always a lot of sine declares we do not know how to wife, who visited here for a
The Judge appeared hale and deavor to reciprocate' when the Singleton collided with
cures coming along to divide it appreciate the cool breezes of week, and her mother, Mrs.
Teague.
New Mexico.
hearty.
first opportunity offers.
aforesaid mentioned result.
with us, Alva News.
The people
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Com ram

double handful of sand Into the air,
and as the sunlight caught the myriads of bright surfaces, she cried
"What is It? Oh, what to It?"
"Sand," said Tommy.
"Sand!" cried Celestia.
"Didn't you ever play In tbe sand
when you were little?"
"I used to play with diamonds and
Hub, and stood listening, his field rubles," said Celestia. "Oh, but this Is
glasses glued to his eyes.
wonderful. Bee, you can write In It
A glimpse of two bloodhounds and and draw pictures. Look, I am makfour men, one of whom was Stllllter ing the man Stllllter."
and another a
Indian,
And, Indeed, with her forefinger for
crossing an open space, recently pencil, she made an excellent caricacrossed by Celestia and himself dur- ture of him.
ing their unhurried escape In the
"Who taught you to do that, Cesame direction, brought Tommy down lestia?"
from tbe Hub In a great hurry,
"An angel," she said simply.
"We've got to beat It, Celestia," he
"Well," said Tommy, "I've heard of
said.
"I'm sorry, because you are people who could draw like angels
tired, but that man" here by encir- but oh, Celestia, aren't you a little
cling his eyes with bis hands, he in- tired of playing this heavenly origin
dicated Professor Stllliter's eye- business on me? I don't take any
glasses "Is after us."
stock In It"
She looked at him with a sudden
She rose obediently to her feet "I
don't know why be wants to catch grave wonder.
you," said Tommy, "and, either you
"When I tell you that I come from
don't know, or you won't tell. But you heaven, you don't believe me?"
"Why, Celestia," he said, meeting
diBllke him, and you're afraid of him,
and that's enough."
her gaxe with equal gravity, "you're
They were soon under way, follow- just a regular girl. Why there's blood
ing tbe higher ground, where the gran- on your cbeek, where a deer fly has
ite outcropplngs neither received sny bitten you"
Impress from their feet, nor long held
"You've got to believe me," she
the scent of tbe leather soles. But said, and It seemed to Tommy she
the crests of the ridges were not all was trying to master him with ber
granite, and Tommy knew very well eyes.
that In places tbey were making what
"What are you trying to do to me?"
woodmen call a broad trail. A trail be said. "Hypnotize me?"
of footprints and bent and broken
And then he laughed, and looked
branches which an Indian will read so brqwn and handsome and good
as casually as a commuter reads his natured that Celestia bad to smile at
newspaper; and which, aided by
blm.
he will follow as easily as
"Now, Celestia," he said, "I'm going
small boys follow a procession through

Ifn. Somebody or
other, are your
The embarrassed smile froie n
Ms Hps. Ha leaped to his feet and
stood listening. Faint and clear, sounding cheerful rather than ominous,
there rose to them from the valleys
below a baying of dogs.
He climbed swiftly to tbe top of the
You're not

d

"

SYNOPSIS.
Stllliter. paychnlonlit, Gordon
Bernmee and SlurUtvant,
to tha world the
troaoel of efllclency through a young and
beautiful woman who ahall belleva that
mesaenger. They
hp In a heaven-aen- t
kidnap the little Ameabury (rlrl, orphaned
ofTaprlnjr of a eugenic marriage, and conceal ner, In rare of a woman, In a cavern,
to be molded to their plan aa aha growe
Tommy Barup Kiftean yHra elnp
clay, adopted son of Millionaire Barclay,
develop! rudlral tendencies which threaten
the elil.T mun'a plana, loaea hia prospec-tlv- e
hrlrnhlp, and on a hunting trip
Celeitla, who thinka aha has Just
come from heaven to aava the world.
Prafeasor

Bun-lay-.

p Lm to preach

THIRD INSTALLMENT
CHAPTER VIII.
To rescue the girl who called herself
Celestia from Professor Stllllter bad
been the work of Instants and Impulse.
But what to do neit was not to be decided without plenty of reflection. Reflection did not come easily to Tommy,
however, especially In the present circumstances.
He could not make her out at all to
bis satisfaction. At one moment she
seemed perfectly sane, at tbe next
completely mad.
"How long have you known that
man?" he asked, referring, of course,
to ProfeBior Stllllter.
"Not 10 long as I have known you,
but sometimes I feel as If I had seen
you both before. But I can't ever
have seen you, can IT You can't ever
bave been in heaven and I've never
been on earth."
"If you were seeing him for the first
time why were you afraid of him?"
"For the same reason that I'm not
afraid of you."
"And you're not not a bit?"
"He," said she, simply, "is bad and
ugly. You are good and beautiful."
As Tommy guided her thruugb the
woods toward his camping ground of
tbe preceding night, he kept saying to
himself: "Hut there's got to be a showdown soon. What arc I to do about

her?"
They came to a black pool of rain
water. Before Tommy could prevent
Celestia hod stepped upon the surface,
as If upon a solid pavement, and gone
In above the knee.
She gave a little cry of amused
"Why

s It's" she cried.
said Tommy. "It's wet water. You appeared to think It was a
But never mind, you'll
board walk.
soon dry out. Don't they have water
(n heaven?"
"Of course, but not black and still
Ilk that In heaven It's all alive with
t.
rainbows In lt."
vf
."They speak English In heaven?"
"66", yes, and French and Italian
and Spanish and German and American and all the others."
"Can you apeak them all?"
"Of course. What good could I do
on earth If I couldn't talk to people?"
"just what good are you going to
doff? '
' "I'm going to tell people to be better
and not so fooliBb, and they are to do
as I tell them."
"That's a splendid idea," said Tommy, feeling that It was best to humor
ber, "and then what?"
"Then? Why, when I've made everybody rich and happy I'll go back to
heaven, of course, and be happy, too."
"Are you unhappy now?"
"No; not unhappy, but if I were
back in heaven I wouldn't be all wet
and muddy and hungry and thirsty,
would 1?"
"Of course you wouldn't, you poor
child," said Tommy, "but soon we'll
be at my camp, and tben I'll hustle
around and make you comfortable."
"And I feel as if my face were on
Are, too." she complained.
thought Tommy with
"Feverish."
dismay. And tben be said:
"Stand still a moment and let me
look."
He noticed for the first time the
whiteness and delicacy of
ner skiu. It was as if she bad always
been veiled from the sun.
"You're getting sunburned," he said
with concern. "That's what's the matIt

lYeu,"

',.'

ter."
She touched her face with ber Angers and then looked at their tips as
if expecting that tbe burn bad come
off on them.
"I've got some stuff at my camp that
will take the burn out," said Tommy.
"Look out for that green stuff. It's
got thorns, and you can't afford to tear
that dress."
Tbey had begun, to climb the eminence on which Tommy's camp was

perched, and with every step Celestia
showed Increasing fatigue.
"Of course I'm not used to walking." she ssld; "I'm sorry. I suppose
I'll get used to It"
"If you are determined to push on
to New York you will," said Tommy.
His quick ears caught tbe sudden
appetizing cluck of a partridge.
"Let's see If we can gel that fellow!" be exclaimed. "You sit down
' and rest yourself, Celestia. Nobody
bunts much lo these woods, and the
.birds are tame as chickens.
She sat down and leaned against
,the stem of a birch, her breath coming
and going QUICKiy, ner greai mjvw iw
lowing every movement that Tommy
made.

Having located the partridge Tommy "assembled" his trout rod and,
with the end of the line, made a running noose. Tben he began very quietly to poke the rod up among the
branches of tbe spruce tree. An Interested clucking attested to tbe fact
that more eyes than Celestla's were
on Tommy.
Tommy, his right hand clasping
the butt of the rod. his thumb braking the reel, reached gradually higher
and higher until bis arm was extended
to its full length. He added a few
Inches to his reach by standing on tiptoe. Rut even this was not enough. So
Tommy bent bis knees a little and
then jumped.
Before bis feet regained the earth
a frightful squawking and flapping
arose In the Bpruce tree, and then
there was dragged from it what
looked like a pinwheel going at top
speed.
"It has wings like an angel," she
said, "only darker."
Tommy was just going to say: "It's
got whiter meat than an angel," but
stopped himself in time, and changed
to:
"Even people who come here te
make the world better, Celestia, have
to eat"
And he slipped tbe dilapidated bird
Into his pocket.
A few minutes later they reached
Tommy's camp, and after he bad
given Celestia a cupful of spring water he cut fresh balsam boughs and
made a thick mat for her to rest
on, and rolled his coat and some other
odds and ends Into a pillow, so that
she could watch hlra make the fire
and do tbe cooking.
For lunch they hud tea, biscuits (one
of Tommy's most lamentable culinary
failures) and the partridge.
Cooked,
he no longer looked like the victim of
murder, but very beautiful and appetizing.
Celestia ate her full share and then
luy back on ber balsam boughs and
watched Tommy fill and light a pipe.
"Why do you do that?" she asked.
cooked
partridge
"Wasn't
tbe
enough?"
Tommy narrowed his eyes at her
and for some moments did not answer. Then he said: "I don't know
what to make of you at all. First you
say you come from heaven and act
as if you did, then you pretend that
you never saw a man smoke before,
And then what are you trying to
do to me, anyway? Is that really the
only dress you've got in tbe world?
I)o you always wear a golden band
around your hair with stage jewels In

bloed-hound-

blood-boun-

CHAPTER IX.

The oftener Tommy helped Celestia through, over or undesjsome difficulty of tbe wilderness, saved ber
from being torn by brambles, or encouraged her with bis voice, the more
Infatuated be became with her.
Mary Blackstone's image could be
recalled ouly by an effort of memory.
And yet it was only a few days since
he had fancied himself In love with
her. He confessed this to himself
more than once, and could but feel
How long
ashamed and sheepish.
would it be before he fancied himself
in love with Celestia, after how long
a separutlou would he discover that
be did not love ber In the least? He
Was he never to
had no stability.
bave a serious purpose In life? Love?
Even bate?
All of a sudden tbey caught glimpses
of blue water between tbe tree stems,
and In a few moments they ssw
a
before them end below them a
lovely lake with densely wooded
shores and In its midst a dense'7
wooded Island.
"Ob ! " exclaimed Celestia. "But this
earth Is beautiful."
"Remind you at all of heaven?"
He Heard Her Calling to Him.
asked Tommy, a little mischievously.
"Nqt In the least!" said Celestia.
a little looney. That's you. Celestia and you're practicing all tbe time and as if Bhe did not wish to discuss
on me. Well, thank heaven. It's only the comparative beauties of the two
"Is that our island?" sbe
acting. Why, I really thought you places.
asked.
were mad as a hatter?"
"We'll be hard to find," said Tom"I'm not In
"No," said Celestia.
the least angry. But I don't know my, "and new tbe work Is almost all
what you mean, but I like you when over."
Tbey descended the narrow strip of
you get excited and talk fast and
land which divided the lake from the
your eyes smile. It rests me."
Tommy shook his head at her and forest, and here Tommy told Celestia
to alt down and rest while be hunted
smiled reprovingly.
"You can't keep on fooling me," he for the dugout and got It Into the
said. "Come now, what's your real water.
He returned tn ten minutes, padname?"
dling quietly, and found Celestia play"Celestia," she said.
"All right. If you don't want to tell ing with tbe sand as If sbe had been
me yet; It will keep, it's bound to. a little child. Her eyes were bright
But tell me, then, are you" he hesi- with animation, and she had got
tated and blushed. 'I'd really like to sand on her forehead and In her hair.
know. You see. I'm rather craxy about Perceiving Tommy, she tossed a

A

listening, pretending to hesr
sounds that couldn't be beard, sniffing,
kneeling and poking his long nose Into
the ground. Once he poked it into a
ground hornets' nest snd hsd a narrow
and undignified escape from being
badly stung.
He led them to the shores of tbe
lake and pointed quietly across at the
Island. Even Stllllter could see a pale
column of bluish smoke coming from
among the trees.
"Blmeby, swim over," said Old Man
Smells-good- ,
"for two dollars. Fetch
dugout. Hetter wait till dark." .
And they waited till dark. Tben
having been defOld Man Smells-good- ,
initely promised an extra two dollars
for the wetting, stepped forth stark
naked, except for a newly filled pipe,
and slipped quietly into tbe lake.
Meanwhile, with Tommy and Celestia all had gone well. Tommy's old
camp was less dilapidated than be expected. A few balsam boughs bad made
the rotten roof sound above and sweet
beneath. Celestia bad bad a long rest
and tben sbe had followed Tommy
along the shores of the Island, while
he fished. Finally Tommy's long casts
were rewarded.
He booked a fine
trout and began to draw him strongly
toward the beach. In ber excitement
and eagerness to help, Celestia ran into
tbe shallow water, stepped in a deep
hole and, falling forward, was for the
moment completely submerged.

exist

city street.
That broad reaches of unbroken
granite would occasionally baffle tbelr
pursuers was all that Tommy could

itr

ii
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Then he oraereo
"Me got urn, sure.
one of the guides to remsln behind
with the dogs.
And then he went forward, pretending to follow a trail, pointing to
marks, which the other couldn't see,
for the simple fact that they didn't

e

hope for.
He bad at first only a vague Idea
as to just what part of the wilderness
he would take ber, but gradually his
mind became occupied with the problem of getting to that place by a
route which tbelr pursuers would find
tbe most difficult possible in following. Ho bad hopes Indeed of throwing them completely oft the trail.
They turned a little more to tbe
westward, aud began to descend from
tbe high ground. The baying of the
bounds at this time seemed If anything a little closer.
"Where are we going?" she asked
suddenly.
'We're going to hide on a little island in a deep lake, Celestia. Even
if they find out that we are on it
they'll have trouble getting to us. Very
few sailors and fewer woodsmen know
bow to swim. I used to fish In that
lake a lot, Sad I've an old dugout bidden on the shore, and there's the remains of a but on the island. And I
buffalo robe
left an old moth-eateand a blanket there only last fall.
If there's anything left of them they'll
come in mighty bandy, I can tell you."
They came to a broad, shallow
stream that flowed brightly under an
arch of dark foliage. "Here's where
we begin, to make trouble for tbem,"
said Tommy. Holding her elbow wiy
his free band, he kept ner from stumAnd then suddenly a light dawned bling and falling. Tommy led Celestia
on Tommy, and be smote his thigh in to tbe middle of the brook, and then
tbey waded down it for upward of a
applause of bis own cleverness,
road,
"I know what you are," be said. mile, as if It had been a winding
na"You're the queen of the movies. and only left It wben the rocky
You're up here staging a show, and ture of the country through which It
you got bored and let me run off with was passing offered them au opportuyou for a lark. Professor Stllllter has nity of so doing and leaving a minihad something to do with the sce- mum trail,
Ail at once Tommy realized that a
nario. The heroine Is supposed to be
great silence bad fallen in tbe forest.
And be knew that at last the
were In difficulties, for tbey
bad ceased to bay.
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But
to take you for a boat ride.
you've got to sit still mighty still.
You pretend that you're back in heaven listening to lsrafel accompanied by
the Spheres."
But she spoke with a sudden sternness that made bim very uncomfortable.
"Is there no reverence left on earth?
No faith? It'a high time that I
came,"
He helped her Into tbe dugout, bis
eyes on the back of ber head, enamored with the way ber dark, strong
bair met her straight white neck and as
"Who
he paddled he kept saying:
the deuce Is she, and what the deuce
is she?"
And to these questions be could not
find any answers that were altogether
satisfactory.
Just as they were landing on the island there came to them once more,
f
the baying of
faintly, and from
tbe bloodhounds. Celestia gave Tommy
a look full of anxious appeal.
"Don't be afraid," he said. "They
are miles and miles from us."
Bo they were. , All of them. Stllllter, the guides, the bounds, and tbe
Indian who rejoiced In the name of
which If It reOld Man Smells-good- ,
ferred to anything about bim except
his ability to follow a trail was an
Inappropriate name. They were all
there, several miles avay; but Old
was In the head of
Man Smells-gooan exceedingly tall pine, which overtopped the rest of the forest, and from
which the view was exceedingly fine
Old Man 8mells-gooand expansive.
had a pair or eyes that resembled a
pair of telescopes. He could see anything that was in sight.
"See anything?" Stllllter called up
to the Indian.
thing," answered the
"No see a d
Indian without changing his expression. As a matter of fact, by miracle of optics, he had just discovered
Tommy helping Celestia ashore on the
Island.
Smells-goodismounted the tree and
atood shaking his head.
thing," he said,
"No see any d
be think a
"Dog no good. Smells-goolittle. Think up where um mos' likely
to go."
The old faker. He seated himself
upon his heels, filled and lighted his
pipe, and closed his eyes as If in
deep thought
Stllllter began to show signs of
Impatience, but one of the guides
said: "Better leave him alone; he's
got a hunch, like as not."
Not until he had finished his pipe
give any
did Old Man Smells-goosign of whst hsd been going on In
his bead. When be rose to bis feet
he said simply: "Me find um soon,"
and be started off In the direction of
tbe lake.
Fifteen minutes later he knelt suddenly and appeared to bury his long,
hooked nose la the ground. He rose
far-of-

d
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Tommy Pulled

Hr

Out.

Laughing
and scolding, Tommy
pulled her out and literally ran ber
back to the fire. Steam was soon rising from ber wet, clinging robe, but
since tbe fire could only warm one side
of ber at a time, and since the chill
of evening had begun to set In, she
shivered, and now and tben ber teeth
knocked together.
"Celestia," said Tommy, "you better
take that dress off and let me dry It"
To the young man's horror, he had
hardly finished speaking before Celestia bad slipped the robe from her
shoulders and was on tbe point of letting It drop to the ground.
"Hold on! Don't!" he cried. For
he had teen quite enough to realize
that underneath that robe there was
nothing whatever but Celestia. Sbe
looked at blm, puzzled and wondering.
"Don't be in such a rush," he said.
"You wait."
He went Into the little but and
brought out the buffalo robe, which be
bad left there. It was very much tbe
worse for wear, but huge and warm.
"Now," he said, "you take that off
and put tbls on."
Then be turned his back and walked
swiftly away.
"You sing out," he called back to
her, "when you've changed." And he
walked at a distance, frowning and
laughing, until he heard her calling to
him.
"Are you angry?" sbe itaid. "What
did I do?"
"Nothing." said Tommy, "but you
see, on earth young ladles don't take
off tbelr clothes when young gentle
men are looking at them. It's just tbe
It'a considered
custom, that's all.
very bad luck. Of course, I've never
been In heaven"
But Celestia did not encourage him
to spesk lightly of heaven. And he
dried her theatrical white dress snd
made shift to Iron It with a smooth
hot stone, and watched her from the
corner of his eye, and thought bow
charming she looked even In that
bulky, clumsy buffalo robe.
After supper tbey sat for a long time
by tbe shore and watched the stars
grow brighter and brighter, and as the
moon began to rise, dimmer anjl dim
mer. Tbey were happy at being to
gether, spoke in low tones snd Tom
my answered many questions about
the affairs of this earth.
"But, Celestia," said Tommy; "It
you insist that this world Is so unhap
py, tell me this: Why am I perfectly
not good. I m not sen'
happy?
slble. I've never done anything noble
And yet behold
or
me; happy as the day Is long."
"And I'm happy, too," said Celestia,
smiling.
"You're happy," he said, "because
yon feel perfectly sure that you are
going to make everybody else happy.
But that's not why I'm happy. I'm
happy because I'd rather be right

here than anywhere elsoj because I've
bad a good supper, after plenty of ex
ercise; because the nignt smeus ot

balsam; because tbe moon Is shining,
and becsuse I've got a delightful companion."
"All these things make me happy,
too," said Celestia, "but they couldn't
keep me happy for long."
"No?" said Tommy, somewhat chagrined. "If these things are enough,
why want more?"
"Why." said Celestia, "after a while
I'd get thinking about people wh
haven't delightful companions, and tor
whom the moon Isn't shining; t
couldn't rest then until Id gone tc
them and tried to make their lives
easier and their hearts stronger and'
here she laughed softly "theli
beads fuller ot sense,"
"It would be the opposite with me,
said Tommy; "the longer we stayed
here, the less I'd get thinking about
other people and the more I'd gel
thinking about us. Every mortal man,
ol
I suppose, bas his conception
heaven" he pulled luxuriously at hit
pipe "and this Is mine."
After that they were silent for
little.
Then Tommy said: "Are you warm J
Are you comfortable?"
She nodded.
Then very softly:
"CeleBtls," he said. "Are you hsp.
py?"
"I don't know," she said. "Can you
be happy when It isn't right for yon
to be happy? It Isn't right for one to
be happy, because other people aren't"
"I am," said Tommy. "At this moment tbe sufferings of others don'l
get me. You see, I have to be shown.
Suppose at this moment the entire
population of China, having eaten Immoderately of contaminated rice, was
dying of fits. I wouldn't care. I
wouldn't even know. Celestia. If you
stayed long enough In the woods, don'l
you think maybe you'd forget all about
heaven and your mission to earth, and
be content to be happy? Listen. One
in my life I was really happy. I wai
a little boy; she was a little girl, ft
she'd grown up she would hove looked
like you. Perhaps that's why I'm so
happy to be with you. She and I wert
always huppy when we were togethet
or looking forward to being together
Then one day she went away. Celestia
8he went to heaven, they told me. And
for a long time I was terribly un
happy."
Celestia alphed.
"Hut I'm happy with you," said
Tommy, "because I can almost lm
nglne that you are she grown up. I'm
going to pretend that you are Bhe
That she Is the angel they've sent
bark to earth to pinko us all better."
And he smiled very tenderly upon
her.
After awhile Celestia became sleepy,
and then she slipped her band tntc
one of Tommy's, and leaned against
him and laid her head on his shoulder.
It was as If she had been a little
child. Tommy was deeply moved and
touched, and at the same time the
close physical contact began to trouble him, to frighten tlm. He spoke
and It seemed as If with his voice he
was trying to lift a weight.
"You poor baby." he said, "you'r
dead tired. It's bedtime."
He rose, a little roughly, and belped
her to her feet.
When they reached the little hut,
Tommy said:
"Now, you turn in there and make
yourself comfy,
she said, and went Into
flood-night.- "

"flood-night,-

"

the hut

Tommy stood looking at tbe fire.
He stood for quite a long time. In a
deep reverie. Celestla's voice brought
him out of It.
"Aren't you coming?" she said.
He turned and looked her In the
eyes. What was she? Was Bhe the
most Innocent and guileless creature

.

Id

No Word or Motion Was Lost on Pro-

fessor Stllllter.
the world, or was she something
quite different? Wss be a chivalrous
young man In her eyes, or simply an
Idiot? His heart suddenly began to
beat hard and fast
And toward that theatrical, beautiful, and entrancing figure in the door
of the hut, all silver la the moonlight,
he began to walk slowly.
In his biding place close at hand,
no word or motion had been lost on
Professor Stllllter. White with reluctance and antipathy, but strongly resolved, he rose on ene knee, cocked
his Winchester and aimed at the small
ot Tommy's back.
In
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MODERN MACHINERY FACILITATES

HAYING
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HATE TO GO,"

WRITE US AT ONCE!

WRITES SUICIDE

WE WILL KEEP YOU POSTED
Retired Merchant Pens Farewell
Notes as He Dies by
Asphyxiation.

wr nm
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FEARS INSANE ASYLUM

.
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Evidently Struggled With the
Lettera Until Completely Exhausted
Describee Approaching End In
Phrases of Eloquence.

...

Man

Philadelphia, Pa H. U. Merltbew,
retired
hardware merchant of
Wllkes-Barre- ,
Pa., and until recently
an Investor In real estate In Long
Beach, Cat., committed auiclde by Inhaling gas In his room In a lodging
house. He left four remarkable notea,
written evidently while the gas waa
filling his lungs and benumbing bis
senses. The body waa found and sent
to the morgue.
The text of the notes and the
cramped condition of hla fingers indicate that he struggled with the letters
until completely exhausted.
The tone of the notea Indicated that
be waa about to be separated from
hla wife and sent to an lnaane asylum.
The notes are addressed to "My dearest, Fannie," and Lyle, supposed to
be bia aon.
Two montha ago he returned from
California, after an absence of eight
yeara, and voluntarily went to the
Pennsylvania Hospital for the lnaane
for treatment for a nervoua dlseaae.
Eloquent and Legible.
The note written last la the moat
eloquent. In a fairly legible band la
written: "Remember, Lyle, I have
not gone drunk (an allusion to a pint
bottle ot whisky be bad consumed)
but bave Just taken this whisky to
make me sleep." Then follow several lines of Illegible writing, followed
by "My muscles are now growing
numb," and then, "The light 1b growing
dim." After another blank space the
writer, his strength apparently almost
gone, adds, "My last message Is I love
you."
The third note was written after the
gas had been flowing from the Jet
some time. It read: "I now begin to
leave this world. Oh, how I bate to
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Machinery Adda Greatly to Harveetlng
(By

R
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O. WEATHERSTONE.)

Haymaking
an art which a great
many farmera have not yet learned.
The modern method of making hay
U tar different from that of the old
daya when the graaa waa cut with
scythes, turned with pitchforks It
time permitted and atowed away In
dark, musty barna, or atacked In the
open Held to keep or apotl aa might be.
In modern haymaking, time ia essential. If the crop ahould be cut a
day too aoon It will easily apoll. If
day too late Ita quality may be impaired by Ita dry, woody growth. It
it la allowed to lie on the ground 14
houra too long before being tossed and
t.
oured. Its quality may be reduced
one-bai-

Modern baying machinery makes
haymaking easier, but even with all
the appliances that Ingenious manufacturers have given ua, the proportion of farmera who make a "sure
thing" of their bay crop every year
is all too email.
There alwaya baa been a great deal
of trouble in curing the clover bay
crop. Much of Its value la lost because of the lack of help necessary to
properly cure It and take care of it
after It baa been cured. The
has helped greatly, and this
kicking machine is now seen on every
good farm whore the best modern
methods are employed.
The aide rake la another fine machine which helps us In saving the
crop, and It clover Is cut at exactly
the right time the use of these two
machines will enable any farmer to
save all there la of his crop, with at
least 99 per cent of Ita feeding value.
hay-tedd-

of Any Crop.

Heretofore, much of the bay of
this country was lost through allow
ing It to stand In stacks in the Held.
The hay barn Is now a neceaatty on
every good farm where the moat la
Where bay Is
made of everything.
still ataoked, canvaa covers help a
great deal, but the only way to properly care for clover hay la to put It
Into a well ventilated barn.
The value of the hay crop depends
largely upon the man who makes It
He muat bave exact knowledge of
the time to cut it, Just how It must be
oured In all kinds of weather, and
how to store It He must thoroughly
understand the use of all baying machinery, and know how to make the
most of every hour of the haying sea
son with hla human help as well.
The proper use ot machinery ia the
most Important thing. Too many
farmera In their haste to get the crop
off the ground crowd their mowing
beyond their capacity,
machlnea
which always results In considerable
loas. Nothing ia more Indicative of a
poor farmer than the sight of a bay
Held In whlcb little rows of grass,
varying from two to six Inches are
left standing, the reault of trying to
cycle bar cut a
make a seven-foo- t
seven-foo- t
swath.
The machine should be aet and so
driven aa to cut every spear of grass
slick and clean, and lay It down even
ly. Then, when the raking comes on,
there Is another source of loss In the
careless way In which the ground ia
covered, or rather not covered. Lit
tle bunches of bay left here and there
count largely in the aggregate, and
mean large money loss.
six-inc-

PROPER AMOUNT TO
PLANT SOME FRUIT
FEED TO CHICKENS
TREES EVERY YEAR
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c.k and have the cream of their old force with us.

"TatGrMl Wtittra Twist"

In the economy of man and of na
ture treea are of great value not only

through the products which they yield
as food and materials for Industrial
purposes, but through the Influence
which they exercise upon climate, soil
and the healthiness and beauty of a
community. The village home to be
beautiful and complete must bave
hade trees and. If space permits, fruit
The farm from an economic
trees.
standpoint must have treea for shade
and protection from the winds and to
produce wood for the various uses
such aa building, manufacturing tools,
burning, etc. Whenever a soil cannot
by any ordinary process be rendered
lit for corn or grass and wilt bear
treea It may be planted aa the only,
perhaps the best, mode of turning It
to profit. There are some tracts of
thin, stony or gravelly soils covered
with no growth of any value which
will pay for no Improvement whatever
except starting a tree growth.
In the fall and early winter, after
the crops are harvested and the fall
aeedlng la finished, one could utilize
some spare time to no better advantage
than planting treea. There Is alwaya
room and a suitable place for them.
Landlords could easily effect an agreement between themselvea and their
tenanta under whlcb the tenanta
would be required to plant and care
for treea upon suitable areas each
year.
In driving through the country and
particularly In and around small towns
one observes with regret neglected
shade and ornamental trees, of which
there are so many beautiful specimens.
Perhaps a ahort Hat may encourage a
trial. For flowering treea there are the
double flowering crab. English hawthorn, pink horse chestnut and catalpa.
For striking characteristics there are
the ramperdown elm, weeping beech,
variegated elder, Rlver'a purple beech
and the linden.
Nothing adda more to the welfare of
a family than fruit, besides which
there is pride and Joy In producing It
at borne. Think of the big red applea
and the long winter evenings of your
childhood. Then go out and put the
old orchard In shape, plant new treea
to take the place of the old and be
bappler. If you bave only a town lot
and not apace for the atandard aorta
plant dwarf applea and pears. They
occupy little room and will bear In two
or three yeara. Anyway, plant treea
every season, for they will grow while
you sleep, add comfort to your old age
and make your children glad, all reasons worth consideration.

PURE AIR REQUIRED
BY FARM ANIMALS
Impossible to Secure Good Re
suits With Sheep In Neighborhood of Large Cities.
Animals, like men, attain their best
growth and development when they
nave pure food and air.
in England It haa been found Impossible to raise sheep with good results In the neighborhood of large cities, where the air was polluted by
smoke and gas.
d
The wool obtained from these
animals waa of auch poor quality that It did not pay to rear tbem.
No doubt this waa due partly to the
fact that the grasa on which the animals fed waa also ot poor quality.
Horses which are brought up In
fresh country air attain tbelr growth
more quickly, and It takes less food
and care to keep them in good
city-bre-

Salesaas

Denver

Groat Western Commission Company
Organic Remains of Shellfish Secure
Fertility to Poorest and Most
Exhausted Soli.

Old

Parlahloner Found Way to Cling And
to Hla Original Position About
Miracle.

Consul Frank Deedmeyer writes
One Sunday morning a certain
torn Charlottetown, P. E. I., Canada: young pastor In his first charge anIn most of the baya indenting the nounced nervously:
ahorea of Prince Edward Island are
"I will take for my text the words,
found extensive deposits ot mussel 'And they fed Ave men with Ave thoushells, so called locally, being organic
remains of countless generations of
oysters, mussels, clams, and other bivalves of the ocean, and of crusta- ceoua animals generally. The shells,
usually more or lesa Intact, are found
Imbedded In dense deposlta ot mud-liksubstance and thia combination is
a fertiliser of blgh value and potency.
It supplies small quantltlea of phosphates and alkaliea.
An ordinary
dressing of It secures fertility In a
striking manner to the pooreat or most
exhausted soil. The shells decay slowly, year by year, throwing oft a film
The deposits
of fertilising stuffs.
around Prince Edward Island vaYy
from five to twenty-fiv- e
feet In depth.
They are taken up by dredging machines worked from rafts In summer
or from the Ice in winter.
e

Guests Forced to Drink.
CompuUory abstinence would have
seemed a complete Inversion of the
natural order to some of our ancestors.
They believed In compulsory drinking,
and in some old country mansions may
still be seen, I believe, a ring let Into
the wall of the dining hall for the punishment ot the man who would not, or
could not, drink his allotted share of
liquor.
The culprit's arm was fixed In the
ring, and he was given choice of drinking In the ordinary way or having the
liquor be refused poured down his
Hence the medieval Jest,
sleeve.
"Leavlng's sleeving." London

Waa Willing to Pay for Twe
aa One Didn't Seem to

8erve.

During the run of a play at the
Cohan theater In New York laat winter a wobbly peraon teetered up to
the box office one Saturday night
when the place waa packed and demanded a good seat.
"Nothing left except standing room,"
said the box office man. "Sell yoa
standing room tor a dollar."
The wavering one produced a dollar
and went Inside. But so many general
admissions were grouped at the rear
that, over the Intervening hedge ol
heads be caught only vagrant glimpses
of what went on upon the atage.
He foggily considered the situation
for a spell. Then he rocked bis weaving way back to the bos office window
and put a second dollar on the shelf.
"Otmme noxzlr one of them standla'
rooms," be ordered; "can't see the
show at all It you only got one." Safe
urday Evening Post.

sand loavea of bread and two thousand fishes.'"
At this misquotation an old parlahloner from his seat In the amen
corner aaid audibly:
"Tbat'a no miracle I could do It
myself."
The young preacher said nothing at
the time, but the next Sunday be announced the aame text again. Thia
time he got It right:
"And they fed live thousand men on
five loaves of bread and two fishes."
He waited a moment and then, leaning over the pulpit and looking at the
amen corner, be said:
"And could you do that, too, Mr.
Smith?"
"Of course I could," Mr. Smith replied.
910,000 Conscience Fund.
"And how could you do It?" said
Ten thousand dollars waa added to
the preacher.
the treasury department's conscience
"With what was left over from last fund the other day when a special d
Sunday," said Mr. Smith. Advance. livery letter from New York, containing that aum In currency, waa received
An Empire Ranch.
at Secretary of the Treasury MoAdoo's
We hear often of "captains of
'office.
"Napoleons of Finance," and
"While the sender bas paid double
"land barons," but what title la
to the United 8tatea the amount be
enough to fit the Australian stole, yet his conscience la not satiscattleman who owns or controls
fied, and here's another payment," read
acres of ranch land a domain a letter accompanying the contribu
as large as Pennsylvania?
Youth's tion.
Companion.
Thia Is the third largest contribution to the conscience fund. Some
contributions are aa low aa a penny,
Whom He Dreads.
It Isn't the girl who grows indignant
In 1898 lathers In Boston made
when be tries to kiss her that a man
week. They now receive
dreads. It Is the one who laughs at for a
week.
$28.60 for a
htm.
g
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Flakes like these

New

Post Toaslies

Dlea of

Asphyxiation.
I loved thia world and its beauty
But the
How beautiful everything.
igony of the cell. I love my dear
Kelen. Oh, Lyle, be true to ber. Oh,
could I have lived to aee you both
In a home. Hut not so. I must go.
Oh, why could I bave not kept my
business. No one knows how I hate
to leave this world and my loved
ones."
go.

CHINESE

HIDDEN

IN

SACKS

Thriving
Smuggling Business
8hort by Arrest of Man
for Speeding,

Cut

Portland, Ore. Harry E. Brock of
Seattle, who waa arrested recently
while driving an unlicensed automo
bile carrying two Chinese concealed
In canvas sacka, confessed that he haa
been engaged In a thriving Chinese
smuggling business for seven months
and that for each aubject brought Into
the United Statea from Canada he
received $200.
Brock waa delivering the Chinese
to the Hop Yick Co company of Portland. Chlng Chong Kee, a merchant
of Vancouver, R C, was the Canadian
agent In the deal.
Brock said he picked up the Chinese
seven miles north of the International
boundary line Saturday night, walked
them ten mllea and used his automobile from Blaine the remainder of the
distance.
Canned Dog 8tarta Flew.
Detroit. Clarence, nine years old.
gave Judge Hulbert a graphic version
of how he and Harold, twelve yeara
old, set Are to a barn recently. He
said they tied a can to a dog'a tall,
filled the can with dried graaa and
put a match to the grass. Inadvertent
ly, they threw a bone in the open
door of the barn In question. The
dog, unmindful of the burning can at
tached to hla tall, dashed into the
barn and started to gnaw at the bone.
In thia manner, according to Clarence,
the barn was set on fire.

I

MUSSEL MUD AS FERTILIZER PLENTY FROM TIME BEFORE HE NEEDED PLENTY OF ROOM

"Gee, I never tasted any

Writes Farewell Notea aa He

y

At South Omaha or Denver, when you ship to

Better Way of Utilizing Spare Some Hens Require More Food
Time in Fall After Crops
Than Others They Differ
Have Been Harvested.
Also in Preference.
The old rule Is that five pecka of
grain will support a ben for a year,
and one quart a day for 12 bena Is a
fair allowance; but It Is well known
that one hen may consume even six
pecks, hence any attempt to feed hena
by fixing upon a certain portion ot
food will fall In securing expected results. They differ also in preference
of food and In their condition, a lay
Ing hen requiring different food and
more of It than a nonlayer.
It la difficult to measure a mixed
diet but there Is one safe rule to fol
low, which Is to give them half aa
much aa they will eat In the morning,
lees at noon and a full meal at night
For a doxen bena three or four pounds
of wheat can be put In the trough, the
birds allowed to eat until the last on
has walked away, then the quantity
left over can be weighed, which will
show exactly how much waa eaten.
Then the next morning give them
half aa much as they ate before, but
scatter the food In Utter and let them
work for It. It Is better to keep them
a little hungry than otherwise. At
night fill the trough full of all sorts
of food that Is at hand and suitable
for the purpose Intended, and let them
eat until they walk away from It, then
remove the remainder. In thus feed.
Ing the hens It requires but two ot
three daya to fully understand the requirements of the flock.

M. B. BEETBAM
Mgr. and Bead Cattle

Z. oZ. THE BEST SERVICE

No

(Bjr MEADE FERGUSON.)

L

They're absolutely
new made by a new
process that brings
out the true corn
flavour and that keeps
the flakes firm and
crisp, even after cream
or milk is added.

New Post Toasties are
made of the hearts of selected
white Indian Corn, cooked,
seasoned and toasted; and
they come to you
as sweet and appetthey leave the
when
izing as
FRESH-SEALE-

D

ovens.

.

The little puffs on each flake are characteristic of the

New Post Toastieo
Your grocer has them now get a package and give your
appetite a treat

PROFESSIONAL

The Clovis News Opening of Fall Term Sept. 7
The News

J.

Printing Company

Publishers.
Curren, Political Editor,

E.

W. A. Gillenwater

Marks Seventh Year of the
Albuquerque Buiness College

OUR

Entered at the post office at A. B. C. Ranks Foremost Among Business Training Instias second class
tutions of the Whole Southwest; Will Make New Dematter under the act of March
parture This Year With the Six-da- y
Session Weekly;

An Interesting Announcement for Young Men and

Not only New Mexico, but the
whole southwest is marveling at

MANY COURSES OFFERED.

As

not depreciate.

will

the country are suffering from
financial depression. Albuquerque's prosperity is primarily due
to her crmmercial importance,
bur her superb educational institutions, hor unexcelled cli-mate and the loyal, energetic
and enthusiastic
coou'jrativj
spirit of her business
Because of these conditions
and the urg?rt neod anion;? Inn- -

The man that gets a Curry
oounty farm now will some day
find that he has made one of the
best investments of his life. It
is as safe as government bonJj.
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52 75
Deposit received June
113.30
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V. STEED

Ctin. RcportinK.
Accountancy, Uankinir, S?cre-taiiVl'lg
d
Sfn lie-i- ,
Certrnercinl
rl achir ir. K.vpert Coachinpr for
No
j'rom Civil S rvieo a sweiaity.
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Six
weekly.
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ins.
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course, l.'xpert Instruclions.
Modern
Thorough
(lourses,
Eciuipment. Graduates placed in
Full term
excellont positions.
utopens Septeiniier 7tn.
The only National Accredited
Commercial School in the Southwest. Instruction in resident
t! school end by correspondence.
Catalogue on request.
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Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
Kivtn to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Nt.rth Main Street
Office Phone 383. Hcs. 3D0.
New Mexico.
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Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work

CLOVIS,
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a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.
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This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory
make it so in practice.
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Substantial men own this bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial men have
made it what it is and will make it greater.
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Negotiate your loans from us. Approved security will get you any amount you want at
modest interest.
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inejvuiiipe-rtjuc.eMtKim-

Chapman

E. M.

and all or part
present of t!u 3utjec:s.fof many other

.

Synopsis of Quarterly Report
of W. C. Zerwer, County
Clerk, for Quarter Ending
June 30, 1915.
COUNTY

i

a

Phone 95.

following courses: Stenography,
boakkeeping, touch typewriting,
banking,
court reporting, accountancy and auditing, secretarial studies, commercial teach
ing, ard civil service courses
for stenographer, bookkeeper.
('leuartmental. field. Panama or
Philippine
service),
railway
mail, aut'i.n service;
departmental,
field and forestjB

1

Another soaker fell in various
parts of the county Saturday
night. The problem that is now
.worrying Curry county farmers
is whci'X! to find sufficient ground
to stack all .hts forage tutt ti.at
.

Jackson Bldg,
Opposite Postoffice
Office Phone 231 Residence
Office in

Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check is a

by investing in Curry county building and rapid forging ahead mands of the public, additional
land at its present low price. of Albuquerque, even during courses have been added so that
Land will enhance in value, but times when many sections of now a student may pursue the

it

Physician and Surgeon

draws interest.

the growth of the school
cannot make a mistake the continued growth, increased warranted and to meet the de

You

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

It is safe and

Deposit your money with us.

$1.00
50c

New Mexico.

Clovis,

Young Women.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Eix Months

BANK

YOUR 'BANK

Clovis, N. M.
S. 1879.

LAWYER

,

NEW MEXICO

Business, Lodge and Church Directory of Clovis
The Model Grocery
A. B. Austin, Prop.

We sell Groceries and solicit your
patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Prices. - - - Call Phone 29.

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. ML, No. 40.

wmm

R. B. Stanton, N. G.

,0
fci

Phone 86.

Clovis Steam Laundry

Meets

Friti

B.

Herod, Secretary.

We have the best
And nerve the best

Whitetower Lodge

Cleaning, Pressing, & Repairing.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

W. O. W. No. 36.

Phone

18.

Luke Morton, C.

A. J. RODES
Phone

m

i mm

mm

Phone

.

GROCERIES

nights at Masonic Hall.

A. L. Gurley & Go.

Mrs. Bertha Mason. Sec.

Broom Corn Brokers

RAILROAD ORDERS

rhone

B.

191.

of

L. F.

Ut

JWX
H tW

123.

JL

CLOVIS,

& E. No. 761

&- -J

1i

A

1

W

M.

Uhtel; Uirl I'everiy, grievance;
Keeney, Secretary; I Gibson, Treasurer.

J.

vv .

Corner Washington and Giddings.
Rev. J. H. Mesier. Pastor.
Services 11a. m. and 8 p. m.

Corner Grand nnd (ii.Hinns.
Services

11 n.

M.lu.n R;eso, Pastor.

m and 8 p. m.

Presbyterian Church
Corner Pile a:id Veil.
Services

11

a. m and

SMITH & (iURLKY

Conic:-

'Servicer

11 a.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Washing!-1-

-

k

in.

Corner
Services

"THE SHOP THAT SATISFIES"

The Ciirren Agency

THE CLOVIS NEWS

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.
S. COMMISSIONER)

FINE JOB PRINTING

Real Estate
Fire Insurance.
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
Oldest Established. Largest Circulation.
Telephone
West Grand Avenue. '

"EVERYTHING
"SATISFACTION

KODAKS, TALKING MACHINES,

GfARAVTKED

0

11 a. m. Mid

V:isl itur'on
8 p. m. R

i

;r,d

".

C.

N'rth
Services

11 n.

Tiior.-'lo-

The

C. II. Brown.

Ni.rth .Meriwe'her St.
Services on 1st. 2nd ;ind Itli Sundays at
Father Mvtra.

97.

STATION

ER,

CUT GLASS,

IVOR, ,ETi.

$a.& Store

W. II. ni CKWOHTII. Owner.
line, when the oroer amounts to one
cur
in
We deliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered frcm us

r.

LanV.wt.

Pastor

St.

m. nad 3 y. m.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG COMPANY
Telephone 58.

Free Delivery

rt:h'
V.

Pastor.

Sacred Heari Church

REFUNDED

BOOKS,

Pastor.

Dunkard Church

DRUGS"

IN
YOUR MONEY

INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS. SOUVENIRS.

&"d Mitchell.
v. 1). A. Sanford,

Christian Church

We arc agents for Kahn Tailoring Co,

22.

Ujv. J. Moore, Pastor.

S p. m.

Episcopal Church

...TAILORS...

GRO CER5ES

(u.

FARWELL.

-

Baptist Church

PHONE 253

Staple and Fancy

Phone

PORTALE3.

Methodist Church

Mceis twice a month on Sunday evenings.
Frank Taylor, Secretary.

Klein Grocery Go.

-

CLOVIS CHURCHES

n,

B. of R. T.

Fruits, Produce, and Bottle Goods

MELROSE.

-

M.

I ooley,

G02.

-- WAREHOUSES

Meets at Masonic Hall at 2 p. m. Sundays. Howard Mar-tiChm . M. F. Patterson. Pres., Dave Regers. Secretary.

i

North Main Street.

Phone 43.

Flour and Feed.

Clovis Phone

GUARANTEED

MEATS
um

J. A. McFarlin, Prop.

Meets 1st and :.rd Wednesday nights at Masonic Hall.
Mr?. J. R. Denny. Sec.
Mrs. Lem Wright. N. G.

J. R. WALKER
m

No. 770.

Friendship Rebekah Lodge No. 21

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

We call for ami Deliver Work.

Glovis Feed Store

Meets 2nd and 4th Friday
Mrs. C. E. Justus, W. M.

W. W. POWELL
SATISFACTION

Clovis Council Praetorians

Keystone Chapter Eastern Star
No. 27.

186.

Phone 54.

South Main Street.

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C.

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
J. R. Elmore, Re-:A. S. Fuqua. S. A.

Dry Goods, Clothing,
Shoes and Notions.
Opposite First National Bank.

Ogg & Boss Cafe

at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th

R.

and
ship hogs.

We buy

Vegetables, Fruits,
Produce, etc.

Can do your Laundry work with neatness
and dispatch. We are best equipped for

South Main Street.

Meats of All Kinds

Wednesday night.

John Prichard, E.

7.

Central Meat Go.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.
No. 1244.

r

n-h.:-

50.

I. O. O. F.

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall,
Luke Morton, Secretary.

i?sJT

FURNITURE

PHONE

FREE DELIVERY

61

Wo.

U-X-&i

PHONE

WE BUY SOUR CREAM.

J. Whiting, Secretary.

A.

tfcj$$Jfa Clovis Lodge

New and 2nd Hand

G. A. CAMPBELL

Meets every 1st and Srd Tuesday night
of Kf a arm is

P. A. Lashier, W. M.

Rice Furniture Go.
Let us furnish your home.
Easy payments.

Anything in Fancy Ice Cream, Ices, and Bottled Sodas.
Special orders for parties, picnics and social functions
given prompt attention. Order soda by the
case for your home use.

LODGE DIRECTORY

dolar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

0 a. m.

THE CLOVIS NEWS

HELPS ALL EMPLOYEES
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EDUCATIONAL BUREAU DOING
REALLY GOOD WORK.
I

1.

,tj,

f

Venture Which Was the Idee of the
Late Edward H. Harrlman le Likely to 8pread to All the Lines
of the Country.

YOUNG MAN HAS OLD JOB
One of the youngest officials of
the Wilson administration Ib at the
head of the oldest scientific depart
ment of the government, and his ap
pointment was not the result of luck,
accident or political influence, but the
recognition of remarkable qualifies
tions which fitted him for the posl
tlon.
It was on the fifteenth of April,
the day following his thirty-nintbirthday, that Dr. E. Lester Jones became superintendent of the coast and
geodetic survey, the service which,
according to Secretary Red field, "deals
first with humanity and second with
commerce."
Perhaps no one in the survey, no
matter bow long ha has been In the
service, has spent more of his life
In the open than has Doctor Jones.
Indeed, It would seem, that by environment, training, education and
temperament, he had been qualifying
for the superintendency of the coast
and geodetic survey all nil life. Ha was born In Orange, N. J., and as a
small boy was the companion of bis father, himself a'sclentlat and a student
of nature.
Doctor Jones was educated at Princeton and Heidelberg: In Germany he
bunted, tinned and studied In the Black forest and specialised In soology.
For nve years he was connected with the New Jersey flih and gam commission, and his first service In the national government was as deputy commissioner of the bureau of fisheries.
h

BRUCE ISMAY, RECLUSE
There Is one man In the British
Isles, at least, to whom the memories
of the Titanic disaster are a dread
and ever present reality. That man
Is Bruce Isniay. He was managing
director of the White Star line at the
time of the Titanic disaster, and was
among those saved when the liner
sank.
He has voluntarily withdraw himII
self Into almost complete seclusion.
He Is a tragic figure whom care and
premature age have marked for their
own. A great part of the year be
paHsea, oftentimes alone, In Costelloe,
Vjk 4.
f t
one of the most remote, most unfrequented and desolate spots on the
weBt coast of Ireland.
Here his sole
employment Is fishing for days and
weeks on end, occasionally with a
friend, or perhaps two, but for the
greater part of his time accompanied
only by his servant.
Ismay Is very popular among the
cottagers around. He found them
sympathetic and friendly, and be has given them employment In many ways
In connection with the fishing and his lodge. In fact, whatever drove Bruce
Ismay to this remote. Inhospitable shore. It was a blessing In disguise to
those poor people, and they appreciate bis presence very keenly. They don't
care whether or not his escape from the Titanic aroused a storm of criticism;
for that matter they take no stock In the Titanic story anyway.

i:
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WORKING HIS WAY UP
At the 1916 commencement exercises of Columbia university Ensign
Louis Randolph Ford, U. S. N received the degree of master of arts.
That was only one Incident In the
determined fight this young naval
officer Is msklng to achieve his childhood ambitions, which ambitions, It
may well be, do not stop short of the
insignia of a rear admiral.
As a barefooted lad In Texas,
years
where he was born thirty-tw'
r f . ft
ago, LotIs Ford made up bis mind to
enter the navy, but his parents were
not able to send him to college end
the influence to obtain an appointment
to the naval academy was lacking. .So
at the age of fourteen Louis went to
work on a Sabine river tugboat, and
three years later became an apprentice In a machine shop. In two years
more he was a
machinist
3 and enlisted as such In
the navy.
Starting in ft Mare Island, he worked
his way steadily up to the rank of
chief machinist, and in 1912 be took tbe examination for an ensign's commission, passing with the highest marks ever made by a warrant officer. Service
on various vessels was followed by a
course at Annapolis,
which included radio engineering, structural engineering, naval construction,
ordnance and gunnery. Then came the welcome order to enter Columbia,
where, as one of the professors said, he "worked his head off." Ford Is
now attached to the New York navy yard and eventually will devote himself
to the designing of all sorts of naval machinery and the organization of the
shops in the yards.

i
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KENT TELLS A NOME STORY
Representative William Kent of
California has many quaint tales of
the north country. One of them deals
with the early days In the Nome region, when gold was plentiful and
everything else was decidedly scarce.
One of the residents, the story runs,
wandered into a rough, ready-madsaloon and beheld four bewhlskered,
rough looking Individuals.
They were deeply dejected. They
sat far back In their chairs, hands In
porketn. Occasionally one of them
sighed or swore. In front of them
were stacks of chips representing
evoral thousand dollars In gold.
' What's the matter?" asked
the
visitor.
"This here poker game Is busted
up!" was the reply.
"Busted up?" repeated the vNltor.
"Why, you've got
In astonishment.
enough money there to play for a
e

week!"

' agreed

'

Ll

a result of tbe generosity and
farsightedness of the late Edward H
Harrlman, a unique plan for the bet
terment of railroad employees through
out tbe United States has made rapid
progress In the last two years. This
As

plan, which Mr. Harrlman conceived
and caused to be put Into operation on
the Union Pacific railroad, was the
forming of an educational bureau,
through whose offices the employees
of the Harrlman lines were offered an
opportunity to increase their capacity
to assume greater responsibilities to
fit themselves for promotion.
So successful
has tbe venture
proved tbat officials of practically all
the railway companies In tbe United
States are considering the advisabil
ity of adopting similar methods for the
benefit of tbelr own employees.
As
there are about 865 such companies,
employing some 1,800,000 men, the pos
sibilities for good, should this educa
tional work be extended to each line,
are enormous.
Through the agency of the educational bureau, every man In the em.
play of tbe Union Pacific can, without
incurring any personal expense, avail
himself of the benefits of some thirty
courses of instruction, coveting virtually every branch of railroad work.
A central bureau has been established
at Omaha, Neb., under the direction of
Mr. D. C. Buell, who has a score of as
sistants, Including traveling representatives, instructors, etc.
In the words of Mr. Buell, tbe railroad Is creating a reserve supply of
better men, which will make It un
necessary for the officials of tbe oper
ating department of the road to go out-sidof their racks for men to fill re
sponsible positions, as was frequently
the case in the past. The Interest of
the employees themselves Is indicated
by the fact tbat In the first year of
the bureau more than 60 per cent of
them enrolled as students.
All Instruction Is conducted by correspondence, thereby giving each employee, no matter where be Is located,
an equal opportunity to obtain the benefits offered. The lessons are special
ly prepared, and are approved by the
heads of tbe departments interested
before they are issued,, thus putting
the stamp of authoritative Information
on each course.
After a man enrolls be receives a
s9t of lesson papers, Including a
pamphlet that explains Just how to
proceed with his studies. Each lesson
contains a set of questions which the
student must answer in order to qualify on that lesson and proceed with
the next. The answers are corrected
at tbe central office of the bureau,
and the report sent to the student, so
that he can ascertain whether he has
acquired an understanding knowledge
of the subject.
One of the best things about the
plan Is tbe fact that lack cf previous
education does not prevent a man from
taking a course. Some of the courses
can bo completed by anyone who can
read and write, while ethers require
a knowledge of simple mathematics.
In correcting the lessons, writing.
spelling, and punctuation are not considered.
The training of station helpers and
clerks Is another Important part of tbe
bureau's work. For this purpose there
has been established In Chicago, In
with tbe Illinois Central
railroad, a class room where young
men graduates of telegraph schools
are received and given a practical
course In station and other clerical
work. Here they are enabled to familiarize themselves with the actual
work tbey will have to do when tbey
enter the service. This course averages about four weeks, and when a
student has successfully completed It,
be is Immediately placed In a position
as station agents helper.
Three
months' acceptable service In this
work leads to the position of scheduled telegrapher, and from then on
promotion depends entirely upon the
man's ability snd attention to duty.
The Sunday Magazine.
Lamp Trimmers' Safety 8lgnal.
Arc lamp trimmers frequently find
It difficult to lower the arc lamp on a
busy street without the danger of having tbe lamp crashed Into by passing
vehicles. The driver of a car Is more
apt to keep bis eyes on the road than
to look up, and sometimes the glare
of the sun will prevent him firm seeing a lamp that Is hanging just high
enough for bis vehlclo to hit It. Realizing this danger, a man In Minneapolis has devised a signal consisting
of a tripod with two white signal wings
on v lilch red circles are painted. This
the lamp trimmer places tn the street
under bis lamp, and then be may lower the lamp without fear of a collision.
Scientific American.

INSIST

"Courtesy meetings," it appears, are
to be organized by one of tbe great
railroad systems of the country. It is
felt tbat rudeness and boorishness on
the part of conductors, brakemen, porters, clerks and other employees of a
carrier are neither essential nor un
avoidable, and that neither strenuoslty
ncr efficiency requires tbe sacrifice of
good manners.
If "safety first" is a good slogan
"courtesy second" Is Just as good.
Time was in this country when busy
and energetic men assumed tacitly
that In trade and commerce manners
were of no consequence. So long as
the goods were "delivered," what did
mere words matter? Why waste pre
cious moments which any statistician
could multiply Into staggering periods
of time and enormous losses of money
on "please" and "thank you?" Why
not leave all such empty and useless
formalities to the absurdly ceremonious Latins and show the world that
business can be transacted In a downright and swift manner?
These notions have been relegated
to the limbo of crude Ignorance
There has been a veritable rediscov
ery of manners in business. Efficiency
Is being separated from brusque discourtesy.
Statisticians to tbe con
trary notwithstanding, a billion "thank
yous" will not "waste" a single sec
ond.
Manners may take time, but
they bring money instead of taking It.
Politeness and affability pay and pay
on trains and cars as In dry goods
stores and restaurants. Public utilities need not be places of public exhi
bitions of vulgarity and rudeness. The
negligent and careless employee Is a
menace; the rude and insolent one a
nuisance. All nuisances are bad for
business. The time Is ripe for schools
of manners and courtesy meetings in
the
hard and practical world.
Cblcago Tribune.
d
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Window Boxes.

Points ef Similarity.

COURTESY

Indicator Designed to Furnish Infor
mation for Traveler on Railroad
or 8ubway Cars.
An Indicator to be placed in the
middle of railroad, subway and ele
vated cars to tell tbe next station has
Just been patented by Bernhard Leder-

"That match was the union of natBefore putting earth in
ural mates."
boxes whitewash tbe inside
"In what way?"
box. This not only keeps a
"She was dove-eyeand he was box from rotting but prevents
d

window
of tbe
wooden
Insects.

McCall's Magazine.

pigeon-toed.- "

Save the Babies.

NFANT MORTALITY Is something- frightful. We can hardly realize thai
per cent.,
twenty-twof all the children born in oiviluwd countries,
v.A
i thirtv-eeve- n
ji
ni.r w mia vmltone-babefore
before they are five, and
per cent, or more than
tney are mteen I
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Caatoria would save a
majority of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
of these infantile deaths are oooasioned by the use of narcotic- preparations.
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints contain
They are, in considerable quantities,
more or less opium or morphine.
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
to congestions, sickness, death. Caatoria operates exactly the reverse, but
Caatoria
you must see that it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
causes the blood to circulate properly, opens the -J
pores of the skin and allays fever.
.
Ji.
t
Genuine Csstorla always bears the ilgsatsre of
-

I

o

ll

one-thir-

jf SVl
CesvwW-i-

Don't kick because your neighbor
Needed Gift.
The Widow Well, why don't you gets a bigger salary than you do. He
Is probably worth more to bis boss.
kiss me?
Bashful Youth I would, only I have
A woman's pleasures often beget
some sand In my mouth.
"Swallow It, young man. You need heartaches; a man's headaches.
it in your system." Life.

SOFT WHITE HANDS
Under Most Conditions If
Cutlcura.

You

The Soap to cleanse and purify, tbe
Ointment to soothe and heal. Nothing
better or more effective at any price
than these fragrant sunercreamr emol
lients. A
treatment will test
them In the severest forma of red.
rougB, chapped and sore hands.
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
one-nig-

An Expert,
Johnny What Is an expert, pa?
Pa A fellow who tells others how
to do the things be can't do himself.
Kansas City Star.
Red Cress Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther this liquid blut. Get from any
grocsr.

Adv.

From one family In France 72 men
enlisted for the European war.
Men have a

We have

Use

built up

Trial Free.

the biggest

Roofing and
Building Paper mills in the
World by selling materials
tbat last at reasonable prices.

Certainteed
Roofing
Our CrrtalnJtrJ Roofing is giving excellent seme on all clmei of building til
over the world in all kinds of climate. It
it the roofing with a guarantee ef S, 10
and 1 S yean for 1 , 2 or ply respectively,
and it la tvickcd by Iht rnmonilbllllrof oarklf
mllla. Try It onct you'll buy It aralo. rdr
prices.
ate by dcaknmrywtereatraaaooablc

General Roofing Msnufsrfarini Ce.
WrUr larqit whMmhii if JtoqNf
KnrTrk Cky CWnta
U1tU . U
SMtoa Omitd PUlaaatia Dttrafc SaafriKlm

Inn car

stronger sense of taste

smiu.

than women.

Purity Guaranteed
under all State and National Pure
Food Laws. You can pay a
higher price, but you cannot get
a baking powder that will raise
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes and
pastry, or that is any more
healtMul.

e4r-e- C

Buttons fnr Hhuttera; B, Bhutlr-- Lettered; ill, Shutter; Blank Lettered Bhul-tShown on Other Side; C, Device tn
Raise Bhultori: D, Space for Advertisement; K, Next 8 u t Ion or Htop; K,
Where Shutters Are, After Dropping.
man of Brooklyn. It Is designed to be
hung where it can be seen by passengers at both ends of the car.
Below a board lettered "Next Station" are metal shutters rising and
falling on hinges and operated by a
touch of a button from the conductor
or motorman. On leaving one station
the button Is pressed and this raises
into full view tbe board bearing tbe
name of the next station and at the
same time sounds a buzzer. At the end
of the route the shutters are lifted
back into place by a lever.
Two electrlo lights illuminate the
Indicator and a transformer reduces
the high current of the trsln line to
the low voltage needed for operating
tbe shutters. The whole Is construct
ed of sheet Iron and when fitted with
shutters for 60 stations requires s
space only two feet In length.
A,

er

MET ALL DEMANDS

OF

WAR

German Railroads Have Been Superb
ly Handled Since the Beginning
of the Conflict.

ifl

Your money back if K C fails to
please you. Try a can at our risk.

Lawyer Blind From Birth.
Blind from birth, yet successfully
passing tbe bar examination before
the slate supreme court, Is the record
of Ole H. Flow of Pierre, S. D. Flow
Is a native of South Dakota and has
made bis way regardless of his handi
cap for many years.
Procuring a copy of Blackstone, he
memorised It from readings by his sis
ter. He then Joined fortunes with another young aspirant for the bar, and
they have worked together until both
passed the examination. Flow wrote
out his answers to the questions read
him by one of the court stenographers,
using an ordinary typewriter.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER FILLS.
,
.'

liver--

CTS

Biliousness.

IcartersI
TU

f

llLY.5

B

Diss!.

nesa, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL FILL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

mil en wash dtv. That's whan veu est
Red Croaa Bag Blut. Clothes whiter thaa
snow. All grocers. Adv.

sleeps only
An elephant usually
Since tbe beginning of tbe war all
German railways have been controlled about five hours out of 24.
by tbe military authorities, through
tbe military controllers that are at
tacbed to each lino, even in time ol
peace.
In conquered
territory the
The great danger of kidney troubles it
railways are operated directly by the
tbey so often get a firm bold before
military authorities with the aid ol that
the sufferer recognises them. Health
railway men who have Joined the
will be gradually undermined. Backarmy.
ache, headache, nervooaneaa, lameness,
Movements of troops are usually
soreness, lumbago, nrinarv troubles,
dropsy, gravel sod Brlgbt's disease saay
made on short notlve and they cannot
follow as the kidneys get worse. Don't
be accomplished punctually unless the
neglect yonr kidneys, Help the kidneys
military controllers have complete
with Doan's Kidney Pills It is the beat
command. This Is the essential differ
recommended special kidney remedy.
ence between conditions in war and
In peace.
Colorado Case
Tbe first care of these officials Is to
Mre. C. R. Fcresman
- -111 B. Eighth St.,
provide the required trains at the
city, com., says:
proper time and place, the second to on
"For threa or
ysart I suffered from
assure tbe safe operation of these
pains, droprheumatic
probheadway.
The
trains on short
sy and kldnay complaint. MedU-ldidn't
lem of feeding men and horses on tbs
help ma and I was told
much fore
Journey also requires
The
t couldn't llva.
These ob
thought and preparation.
rhsumatlo a 1 1 a e k s
I
war
so
bad
couldn't
jects are accomplished very satisfac
walk acroaa the room
torily, despite the fact that a large proand my body was badly swollen. Doan's
portion of tbe railway employees, and
Kldnay Pills cured me
and sine then my
even of the rolling stock, Is at the
kidneys have been all
frcnt
right."
All this Is done, according to tbe
Gal IWl at Aa Stars, tOa Baa
without seri
Berlin
pasously Interfering wlht ordinary
senger traffic, even with the fast
porruuMiuuitN co. buffalo, ft v.
trains, but freight traffic Is subordinated t3 military needs. Scientific
ANKF.ft'
American.
HAIK BALSAM

Danger in Delay

A

four

ft

A. A. Pancake Early Engineer.
Alfred A. Pancake of Harrlsburg,
who has completed his eighty-sixtyear, took the first locomotive from
Harrlsburg id Pittsburgh, crossing
the mountains by ten inclined planes,
and from Johnstown to Pittsburgh on
Barrtd Smoking en Trains.
a canal boat. He was the first enSmoking In British railway trains
gineer to run the first train from Pittsburgh to Altoena through tbe Oallltcln was officially prohibited prior to tbe
year 1868.
tunnel. Philadelphia Record.
h
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Railroad Managers Have Systsmatlo
Rules for the Governance of
'
Their Employees,

Lokal-Anzelge-

"Yep. stranger,
the
whiskered man, moodily, "we got that hut somebody's lost all the aces and
two lacks In the deck!" end resumed his stare at tbe useless Chios.
be- -
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WILL RENT
MY PIANO

to
private party and
give privilege of buying later if
suited and applying rent on price
or will sail now to responsible party
at special price en easy monthly or
quarterly terms. If interested write
me at oo.ee, address MPIXNON care)
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DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
sad It will not Injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purpose sit ass no equsL li ea
package 10c.
toon Msrca for
3
MSMSrsoey.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha. Nebraska
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JbwA Submarine
ATTAIN
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Cable Is Repaired
Songbirds That Spend the Summer in Washington

Sy OSCAR, ODEE in

1fie

POPULAR MECHANICS

T a time when the pnblle
expects IU war newi al-

most before the smoke of
battle has cleared away,
the submarine cable and
the methods used In keen- lng iit In repair are of Interest
Each submarine telegraph company
has In service a fleet of cable sblps,
the units of which are stationed at
different ports for quick access to the
different sections of the cable. Let as
take, for example, the cable stretching
from San Francisco to Manila, a distance of 10,010 miles. This cable Is
divided Into four sections San Francisco to Honolulu, Honolulu to Midway Island, Midway Island to Guam,
and Guam to Manila. The cable lies
on the bed of the Pacific, which In
places runs from three to Ave miles In
depth, the latter depth being found off
the Island of Guam. Sufficient slack
must be paid out In laying a submarine
cable to allow every part to rest on
the bottom of the ocean, however Irregular the bottom may be.
A cable varies In thickness and type
according to Its position and the nature of the ocean bottom In the locality where It Is laid. The "shore end"
of a cable, meaning a section laid close
to land, Is always thicker than a section out at sea Ordinarily the diameter of a shore section runs about 2tt
Inches, while a section laid In deep water runs about
Inch In diameter.
About seven strands of copper, comprising a single conductor, form the
core of the cable. Over this core are
laid coatings of gutta percha, a layer
of Jute or oakum, and an envelope of
composition rubber
Over this some
strands of strengthening wires are
wound on, and tarry rope and tape are
wound about the whole. The average
cost of a cable complete Ik about $1,000

a

Uj
H

surptiHlngly small amount of cur
rent is required for operating a
cable. One of the hardest
worked of the Atlantic rabies requires
only 50 volts' pressure at the sending
end, and all that comes out at the receiving end Is twenty nillllonths am-- '
pere. Signals ore transmitted simply
by alternately charging and discharging the cabin, which works much like
Leyden Jar. One of the fastest of
submarine cables transmits about 80
words a minute.
Interruption In ' cable communication between two stations may come
from one of several causes. There Is
the "fault" caused by the teredo, a submarine boring animal that penetrates
the protective coatings In an effort to
get at the core. Then the shore end
of a cable, In spite of special protection, does not always withstand the
rolling and friction of the tides, and
besides this, there Is the risk that the
cable may be fouled or lifted by a
ship's anchor. A cable may part completely, from one cause or another,
forming what Is known as a "total
break."
tat us imagine that the cable
from flan Francisco to Manila Is
ex"down." as It Is technically
pressed when the cable Is unworkable. In that section, 2.098 miles
long, between San Francisco and
We will assume that a series of
tests based on the law of resistances
has shown that the fault lies at a point
1,000 miles from San Francisco. Sometimes It is possible by testing to locate
the position of the fault within
mile, but the average Is sbout
five miles. Before the cable ship sails
for the "ground," as the location of
the break, or fault. Is called, the ship's
electricians will have made their own
tests and advised both the 8a n Francisco anil Honolulu offices the latter
by an slternate route to keep watch
on their instruments In the office for
the ship's call. As soon as the cable
ship reaches the "ground," a signal,
consisting of two red globes with
white diamond between, for day use,
and replaced by similarly colored
lamps at night, Is hung In a vertical
line In front of the foremast head.
This signal Indicates that the ship Is
r
engaged In
work, and Is
therefore not under control so fsr as
getting out of the wsy of other craft
Is concerned. A marked buoy, moored
to a mushroom anchor, Is then dropped
overboard at the point where the fault
In the cable Is supposed to be.
The ship then proceeds to grapple
for the cable. This Is done by means
of a grapnel, of which there are many
kinds, all studded with prongs calculated to catch anything they encounter. To this grspnel Is attached a
teel hawser, the Inbosrd end of which
la connected to an Instrument known
as a dynamometer, or vertical scale.
Hon-olul-

one-tent-

cable-repai-
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Aalmosltlss Forgotten Whsn
Msde Them
Stroke
Enemy's
Comrsdss In Misfortune.

mall

There have lived at Hartlepool, Eng..
aide by side for many years a canky
1oubt-fu- l
old bachelor and a spinster of
age. Their bouses were adjoining,
but the owners were not on speaking
quar-re- l
terms. The story of how their
arose Is safely locked within their
Suffice It to say that
own breasts
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Its many beautiful suburbs beyond.
The warblers are a 'busy little group that frequent the Virginia side of
the Potomac from Rosslyn to Chain bridge. They are small birds with thin
voices that are not especially musical, although one or two varieties bsve
some really fine singers.
The thrush family contains some of the sweetest singers, and wltn many
bird lovers they are the favorite songsters. The wood thrush, which Is
larger than the other varieties. Is a bright brown In color, with large dark
spots on Its ereamy breast. It Is found in most woods around Washington,
and generally sings at sunset, early In the morning or on a cloudy day. Its
Is a soft "whit, whit."
song Is clear and thrilling, while Its
Another Interesting group are the vlreoa, dainty little birds whose coloring harmonizes so well with the leaves around which they live that they are
often passed by unnoticed. They have sweet voices and build little basket
nests suspended from forked twigs.
The Smithsonian grounds are a favorite place for the orioles, both the
Baltimore and orchard.
I
lot C.mtoIII.S
The tanagers are tbe most brilliant of all the colony. The scarlet tana-ger- ,
"
bird with bright flaming body and Jet
as its name Implies, is a seven-Inci
black wings. He mostly keeps well outside the city limits, as his bright
coloring Is a sure mark for his enemies.
call-not- e
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District of Columbia 125 Years

Old

This Year

government of
Tbe requisite
area for the District was offered to congress by the states of Maryland and
Virginia, and oilglnally was a square.
the sides of which were about ten
THIS WILL
VSrii.r
miles each.
After the war was over It was
deemed advisable to look about for a
permanent residence of congress. The
articles of confederation loft congress
free to meet where It would. There
Of
were shortly many competitors.
the 13 states which at that time
fringed the Atlantic, the central point
was In Maryland and Virginia. Early
In 1783 New York tendered Kingston:
In May. Maryland fcrged the choice of Annapolis; In June, New Jersey offered
a district below the falls of the Delaware. Virginia, having Georgetown for
Its object, Invited Maryland to Join In a cession of equal portions of territory
lying together on the Potomac, leaving congress to fix Its residence on either
side.
During the summer congress appointed a committee to consider what
Jurisdiction' It should exercise In Its abiding place. Things drifted on for
some time, and finally, partly In deference 'to Washington's Judgment, the
Potomac country was selected. By an act of March 30, 1791, Washington
was authorized to select the site and mark the boundaries, and this be did
early In the year, the corner stone of tbe Federal territory being laid on
April 15.
MaJ. Pierre Charles l'Enfant. a French engineer, who had served In the
Continental army, was chosen to lay out the town, and though dismissed In
March, 1792, be drew up a plan which was adopted by the commissioners In
charge, and In accordance with this Andrew Elltcott laid out the city.
of Columbia was established as tbe seat of the
THE district
United ntates by congress 125 years ago July 18, 1790.
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Certain varieties of songbirds come to Washington for
months only, and at present numbers of these visitors can
be aeen In the city parks, In the grounds of the capltol. White House or
agricultural department They are
recognized both by their tuneful
songs and by their vivid coloring.
The summer birds have bright reds,
yellows, green and blues in their
coats. In marked contrast to the sober
grays and browns of those which fly
about during tbe drearier months of
the year. The warblers, thrushes,
vlreos, tanagers, swallows and orioles
make up this summer colony which
settles In the heart of tbe city and In

WASHINGTON.
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and capable of registering a pull up to
15 tons. The ship then steams ahead
at a speed of one or two knots an hour
in a kind of a taking maneuver at
right angles to the line of the cable.
While the ship Is engaged In grappling
a member of the crew, ordinarily the
fourth officer, sits on the grapnel rope
near the bow and can usually tell by
the strain when the cable has been
hooked. The Instant the cable la
hooked the ship Is stopped and the
grapnel rope Is slowly wound In by
the hauling machinery. Sometimes the
cable will stand the heavy strain of
being lifted until It reaches the surface, only to snap and sink to the bottom again before It csn be secured.
When this happens the ship steams to
a new location snd starts grappling
anew.
When the cable Is brought safely to
the surface, It Is first secured on either
side of the grapnel by what Is known
as a chain "stopper," this work being
done by a man lowered over the bow
In a boatswain's chair. The cable is
then cut, each end is connected to the
Instrument In the testing room, and
the stations at Son Francisco and Honolulu are each called up. It Is more
than likely, of course, that the ship
will not be able to speak to one of the
stations, as the fnult will probably He
at some point between the ship and
the station. In case it Is necessary for
the ship to steam one wsy or the other
to And the fault, as it usually Is, It Is
necessary to leave one end of the cable
behind and to secure It so that It can
be raised sgaln without grappling One
buoys shown In
of the big seven-tothe Illustration Is made ready, a flag Is
put on it. and It Is lifted overboard by
a derrick. One end of the cable Is attached to the buoy by a long mooring
chain and rope, and is allowed to sink
to the bottom, the buoy Itself being
held In place by a mushroom anchor
At night time the buoy carries a light
The ship now starts picking Up the
cable toward the fault. This Is a slow
process, requiring careful navigation,
as the ship must be kept going slowly
ahead at such a speed as to relieve the
strain on the plcklngup gear. The
cable comes on board at the rate of
one or two miles an hour and Is colled
by the men Into one of the large round
tanks that tske the place of the hold
The csble Is
In an ordinary ship.
guided from the bow to the tank by a
series of sheaves placed at Intervals
on the deck. While this operation Is
going on, the electricians continue test,
lng snd the cable may have to be cut
several times before the actual fault Is
on board. With the fault found, the
defective portion of the cable Is cut
out, and a good piece from the ship's

their aversion to each other's sight
and habits of life has furnished many
an amusing Incident to the neighborhood. The attack on her cats and the
parrot bad
defense of his
afforded many a scene of violent outburst of loud temper and abusive language. Then came the early morning
raid of the German cruisers. He was
just out of htsvbalb. enwrapped In a
towel, aud the had Just disembarked
when,
from the deck of bor
crash) a fearful crash that seemed
like the crack of doom, and amid the
d

four-post-

H.F
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jw-rrr-
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tank is spliced In in Us place. Then
the cable is paid out as the ship returns to the buoy marking the location
of the other end. With this recovered,
the ship has both the San Francisco
and Honolulu ends of the cable on
board. Tests are made to ascertain
that no other faults have developed
and that both sections are In good
condition. A message reading "Communication restored now making final
splice" is sent to both of the stations.
Following this messsge two hours are
allowed before the stations attempt to
communicate with each other. This is
a very busy two hours on board the
cable ship. The ends of the cable are
secured over the sheaves at the bow
and are connected by a splice from 31
to 40 feet long. With the splice comof
Federal Convicts Is
pleted two ropes, one at each side of Album
the bow, are attached to the cable and
It Is lowered overboard snd slacked
scattered,
out slowly until It reaches the surface SOMEWHERE beyond the reach of the long fingers of the law
of criminals are "hiding out" today. They are men who
of the water. A block of wood Is placed
escaped from federal prisons during the psst six years. Some of them
on the deck under each of the ropes. have
may have died in their
At a given signal the ropes are cut at
obscurity.
Others may have made
the same time with axes, the ends ol
perilous going to some strange port
the ropes fly overboard and the cabis
where extradition Is an unknown
sinat to the bottom of the ocean. As
menace.
the
view,
from
dlssppeara
cable
the
Yet, whether they are alive or
engines are ru full speed ahead and
dead, and whether they are In a zone
cable ship returns to port.
of safety or skulking In some underworld dive from which they could be
The Iris In History.
dragged forth to pay the penalty for
The Iris was long centuries age
their offenses, the superintendent of
adopted by Louis IX the gallant
prisons In the department of Justice
young crusader, as the emblem of his
countless sheriffs and prison offi
and
flowthereby
"the
became
It
house.
cials throughout the country sre anxious to learn their whereabouts. This Is
corrupted
was
which
Louis,"
er of
why a small volume containing the photographs of the escaped criminals,
The Iris, or blu
Into
descriptions, details of the crimes for which they are wanted and facta
their
speaks
one
when
meant
flag, Is really
escapes has Just been prepared for publication.
Tne iris is s concerning their
of the Uly of France.
These escaped convict albums will be distributed broadcast throughout
plant that Insures Its life. In Its lam
the country.
rootstocks It lays up endowment InOne of tbe most Interesting features of tbe album, aside from the fact
surance In the duys of plenty, no thai that each page
of It will contain the record of crime or tragedy. Is the fact
when the earth Is chill, cold and Inhospitable Its savings will provide that It emphasizes, perhaps, more than anything else has ever done, the
comparative Infrequency of escapes from federal penitentiaries snd Jails.
against need.
There are approximately only 150 convicts st large today who have won
ways clear of federal prisons without the formality of discharge or
their
Titles.
Titivating
pardon.
lh
boasts
King Victor Emmanuel
most comprehensive official title ol
any European monarch. His dlgnl Cranks
From Everywhere Flock to
Capital
tarles. most of which come to bin
from the old kingdom of Sardinia. In
elude a claim to the sovereignty ol WASHINGTON has been declared the mecca for cranks. Stowed away
their diseased minds are wonderfully fantastic schemes
Sardinia, France, 8pain, England
Italy. Jerusalem, Greece, Alcxandrls which they hope to carry out with the aid of the president For tbe majority
and Hamburg. In addition to suck of these monomaniacs thst Is the)
grandiloquent generalities as Ruler ol scientific name for them have a keen
I HAVE M
the Midway Sea. Master of the Dee, desire to see the chief representative
and King of the Earth. Pall Mall Ga- of the United States.
'K&f fHCACFMEHf
There are many different variezette.
with Trt
ties of cranks. Most of them are
PRESIDENT
harmless and Imagine themselves peoDiamonds Absorb Rsdlum Rays.
HE
Diamonds exposed to rsdlum become ple of Importance. They assume digNf EM MY
highly radioactive snd remain so for nified postures In front of the White
ADVICE"
seversl years, sccordlng to a British House.and haughtily demand that the
policeman on guard present their
scientist
cards and respects to the president
Still others, cranks of the Inventive)
blinding dust and falling rubble they turn
of mind, have Just Invented flying yachts or englneless autos, ind wlsb
were discovered each to other, only
to have President Wilson put hit stamp of approval on them.
few feet sepsrstlng them, prostrate
There rre a few dangerous cranks. Frank Holt, who placed a bomb
on their respective floors from shock, m the capltol.
shot J. P. Morgan, threatened to dynamite several big ocean
but otherwise unhurt, for the partition liners and committed
suicide In jail, was of this latter clasa These monowall between them had been blown maniacs labor
delusion that they have "received orders from oa
under
the
down. Fate had saved their lives, but high" to perform a
certain "task for the benefit of mankind." Whatever
had laid them almost In each other' crimes they
commit they believe are wise acts which will aid humanity.
arms
In order to safeguard the high officials of this country, the chief targets
for these Individuate of strange hallucinations, and the resldenta of WashUncongenial Assoclatea.
ington against any acts of violence which they 'might commit, squads ol
Sociability Is all right, but never try uniformed police and
s
men are on the alert day and night for
to Introduce a lobster to watermelon the cranks who arrive In the city from time to time with their weird plots
and Ice cream. Boston Advertiser.
matured and ready to put In action.
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THE CHARM
OF MOTHERHOOD
Enhanced By Perfect Phyai.
cal Health.
Ths experience of Motherhood Is a try
lng one to most women and marks distinctly an epoch In their Uvea. Not one
woman In a hundred is prepared or understands bow to properly care for bar-sel-f.
Of coarse nearly every woman
nowadays has medical treatment at sock
times, but many approach the experience with an organism unfitted for tbe
trial of strength, and when it Is over
her system has received a shock from
which it Is hard to recover. Following
right upon this comes the nervous strain
of caring for the child, and distinct
change in the mother results.
.vi
There is nothing more charming thafl
a happy and healthy mnther of children,
h
and indeed
under the right
conditions need be no hazard to health or
beauty. The unexplainable thing Is
that, with all the evidence of shattered
nerves and broken health resulting from
an unprepared condition, and with ample time in which to prepare, women
will persist in going blindly to the trial
child-birt-

Every woman at this time should rely
upon Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, a most valuable tonic and
Invigorator of the female organism.

In many homes
once childless there
are now children be-

cause of the fact
's
that Lydia E.
Pink-ham-

Vegetable
makes

Compound

women

normal,

y3f

healthy and strong.

If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (eoni
aeatial) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held In strict onfldeae.
LOSSES SURELY PREVENTEI
br c.hm'i aixttof em.- rtll.lil.! ptrf.rwd br
prtrl.
Wourn Mortan.n briuH tkj ft-to- t
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m.i.m fill.
Writ, fur bookln r4 Inilnonl.lk
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I' tn injtvtor. but Culler. bL
Th
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MONEY

GETS

ORDER

Two Cent Balance Is Paid Through

Ex-

press Company by Ksnsss
Woman,
The smallest money order ever mkJe
out by the agent for the local express
company was given to a woman to pay
r
on on account owed to a
house, according to a filackwell story
printed In the Ardmorelte. The woman had received a letter from the mailorder house notifying her that she
owed the Arm two cents. Indignant
snd unable to realise the spirit that
would prompt anyone to mall a bill
for two cents, the woman decided that
a post office stamp would not suffice
and that only a money order would do.
The fee for the order was three cents
and the postage stamp necessary to
carry It cost two cents more, so that
t
postage stamp that
with the
carried the bill to the woman seven
cents was expended In collecting s
t
debt. Kansas City Journal.
mail-orde-

two-cen-

two-cen-

A Natural Question.
Nearly s billion bushels of new
wheat In America this year. Shall we
refuse to export the surplus because
wheat will undoubtedly help to prolong the war? Springfield Republi-

can.

Portable Hostelry.
"When I landed I took tbe car for a
hotel."
"What a singular mistake!" Rosion
TruiiHcrlpt.
NO IDEA
What Caused the Trouble.

"

the

-

plain-clothe-

'

"I slwsys drank coffee with the rest
of the family, for It seemed as If there
was nothing for breakfast if we did
not have it on the table.
"I bad been troubled for some time
with my heart, which did not feel
right. This trouble grew
worse
steadily.
"Sometimes It would beat fast, and
at other times very slowly, so that I
would hardly be able to do work for
an hour or two after breakfast, and It
I wslked up a bill, It gave me a severe
pain.
"I had no Idea of what the trouble
was until a friend auggested tbat per
haps It might be coffee drinking. I

tried leaving off the coffee and began
drinking Postum. The change came
quickly. I am glad to say that I am
now entirely free from heart trouble
and attribute the relief to leaving off
coffee and the use of Postum.
"A number of my friends have abandoned coffee and have taken up Postum, which they are using steadily.
There sre some people that make
Postum very weak and tasteless, but
If msde according to directions. It Is
a very delicious beverage."
Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Mich.

Postum comes In two forma:
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust
be well boiled. 16o and 25c packages.
Instant Postum a soluble powder-disso- lves
quickly In a cup of hot water, and. with cream and sugar, makes
a delicious beverage Instsntly.
30o
sad 50c tins.
Both kinds are equally delicious snd
cost about tbe same per cup.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
sold by Grocers,

SOUVENIR SPOONS
We have been fortunate in securing a limited quantity of New Mexico Souvenir Spoons.
These spoons are sold under a Guarantee To Give Satisfaction to the purchaser or to replace
FREE at any time. On sale Saturday morning as long as they last for only

25c

a

--

We have just returned from the Eastern markets where we purchased the largest and best
line of Fall and Winter goods ever shown in Clovis. Watch for our
announcement when the goods arrive.

WB T I

Mc Call

Patterns

JS Cj

S

Mc Kinley
10c Music

"THE OLD 5 and 10c STORE"

Fairfield

1

OBITUARY

3

Gone are the Opportunities of Yesteryear. Let's make the mo3t of 1915.

fit.

Most of the women folks are
busy canning fruit, and peaches
are in prominence at present.
Mr. Martin's mother and
brother have been to the fair
in California and on their return
home stopped a few days with
Mr. Martin and family here.
Mrs. Martin and her daughter
Bertha, went homa wich them
for a short visit.
Mrs. Merril spent Sunday
afternoon with Mrs. Thatcher.
Aron William3, his family and
sister, Mattie, returned Saturday from their visit and Mr.
Clair and family have returned.
Mrs. Bertie Houston left last
Tuesday. She is now visiting
her people near Lubbock, Texas.
Most of the Fairfield people
attended the singing convention
at Liberty Sunday.

Here is Our Platform
'si

We, the members of the New Mexico
State Fair Commission, agree with the
people of New Mexico, that the 1915 State
Fair will deliver the goods.

Signed:
R. E. Putney. Pres.
H. H. Betta, Vice Pres.
C. A. Scheurich,
R. W. Wiley, Sec'y to Com.
Sec'y-Trea-

s.

Note. -- Watch thi3 space every week for

the news of the fcreatest state fair ever

A lively crowd was entertain
ed at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
T. A. Boone last Tuesday even-

held in the Southwest.

The Dates, October

Albuquerque,

11,-1-

ing.

6

New Mexico.

COULD SCARCELY

WALK ABOUT
led For Three Summers Mrs.

believe I would have died
taken it.

Vin-

cent Was Unable to Attend to

If

1

hadn't

After I began taking Cardul, 1 was
greatly helped, and all three bottles re
lieved mc entirely.

Any of Her Housework.

issippi

Facts

I fattened up, and .grew so much
suffered for stronger in three months, I felt like an
Mrs. Walter other person altogether."
iree
Invent, of this town, "and the third and
Cardul is purely vegetable and
tut time, was my worst.
Its ingredients have a mild, tonic
I had dreadful nervous headaches ind
effect, on the womanly constitution.
prostration, and was scarcely able to
Cardul makes for increased strength,
alk about. Could not do any of my
improves the appetite, tones up the nerbouse work.
vous system, and helps to make pale,
f also had dreadful pains in my back
snllow cheeks, fresh and rosy.
tod sides and when or.c of those weak,
Cardui has helped more than a million
m;mt; spells would come on in, I '
weak women, during the past .10 years,
ouM have to give up and lie down,
It will, surely do for you, what It has
jntii it wore off.
done fcr them. Try Cardui touny.
I was certainly In a dreadful state of
Write tn:
MfJUnt Co.,
lln' 1.
(!Uh, when I finally decided to try vmry Otpt..ChUnoon
O'ulUnrxif, Trim., for 'i "'if
;.ur nit
bo.,k, "Hu.un
nttin on
ttrm't
trdiii, the woman's tonic, and I firmly 'IrMtnu'iit fir Wunttii," sentn4In pUm urariwr.

Mill, N.
f easant
summers," writes
C.- -"l

f

gentle-actin-

g.

Mr. Jennings has several
hands busy pulling his broom
corn tdis week.
Mr. Douglass and family also
Mr. end. Mrs. Reeves and their
daughter?, Pansy and Myrtle,
were visitors at the Houston
home Sunday.
A crowd of Fairfield people
attended literary at Enterprise
Saturday night.
T. A. Boone, of Clovis, was
out visiting his family Sunday
and was accompanied by the two
little Stamford boys, who also
live near Clovis.
Mr. Thatcher made a business
trip to Clovis Saturday.
Dillaid Reeves camo home the
latter part of last week, we hope
to stay a while.

Blaclctower Budget
And still it rains and part of

our vicinity has been visited by
hail.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Norris are
assisting the foreman et Clovis
and Kinnie McConnell has taken
his place at Blacktower while
Mr. Norris is away.
Loyde Crook has gone to
tXafscaaikiHra
N. M. to study telegraphy.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wilmon
1
visited Mr. and Mrs. U. IL Crook
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Eller and
family visited Mr. and Mrs.
K J. T. Cain Sunday.

j

Wil-lar-

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Lo.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
h

--

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

"

'

i

t

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235. 8

hlowing!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc. l'rices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.

largo crowd attended the
party Riven at the home of Mr.
and Mr3. Brasher's Saturday
night. All report a good time.
Mrs. Crick, who has been
visiting in the Lincoln district,
is visiting in Amarillo ntpiesent
and will return frpm there home.
in the
Jack Jomes was
Lincoln district; Sunday.
Mr. and Mm. Deavours visited.
Mrs. Bruaher and mother SunA

s.-e-

day.
Ona

Gilland visited Thell
Brasher Sunday.
"Brown Eyes"

LOOK CHILDREN, FREE!
Parents Name
Address
Childs Name
What amount of insurance does your father carry $
What on
When does it expire
Every child bringing this card with questions answered
to our oflico will be given a good school bag tree.

CARTER - ROBINSON
CLOVIS,

We have been holding a meeting at Union for the past week.
Had good crowds each night and
a general christian spirit preWe had the christian
vailed.

preacher with us and we got
along fine if we didn't see things
just alike. An accident happened in the New Hope community
that is much to be regretted.
Miss James, while driving to
Clovis, had a runaway and was
thrown from th rig, sustaining
a broken jaw bone in two places.
She is still in a serious condition.
Will go to Frio Sunday and then
home to Bellview.

COMPANY

r
o
r ouniv rair
5Fn ixeeves

w m i

Pecos, Texas.

Circuit

Texico

ABSTRACT

.

NEW MEXICO.

September

15,-1-

1915.

8,

For the above occasion tickets will be on sale from
Clovis to Pecos, Texas and return on Sept. 13, 14, 15, 1(5,
with final return limit Sept. 20th at rate of $10.40 for the
round trip.

L. R. CONARTY,

Agent?

WHAT SCHOOL?
Is a serious rruestion. Attend the old

reliabie-DRAUGIION-

S

Fifty BIG colleges in IS states; 221.000 graduates

in position
28 years suecensf ul record ; 10,000 annual enrollment. Position
gunranteed. Write for free catalogue and be convinced that
DRAUGHON'S is the BEST. FREE course in salesmanship
& Business Efficiency to those antcring before September 10th

Card of Thanks
We wish to thar.k our many
friends in Clovis for the kindness fihown our dear wife and
mother during her illness, who
died in Tucumcari on August 13,
We also wish to thank
1915.

C. Homer

Wilman, Mgr.

Amarillo, Texas

the

Telephone girls for the
beautiful floral offering.
Mr. John Legan and family,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Legan,
Mr. and Mrs. V. S. Legan,
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Highfill,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Trower.

First Methodist Church
August 29th

Thesubjeet for the morning
sermon will be, "The Syrophoe- nician Woman. At 7:30 p. m. the
subject will be, "Zicchaeus."
It is important that all our mem
bers be at all our services; this
Sunday.
We give a cordial in
vitation to all whb can do so to
worship with us.
J. H. Messer, Pastor.

Episcopal

Church

Rev. D. A. San ford.
Or.

Sunday Aug.

Pastor.

2U-Sti- nday

at 9:15 a. m. Morning
If New Mexico keps on it service with sermon at 11 a. m.
will crjual any country for sweet Subject: "The Good Samaritan."
juicy fruit.
No night servic-JSchool

.

Lincoln Locals

PLOWING!

d,

and different parts of

Texas.

FOR

SALE-Automo- bile

-

in

first class condition. $150.00.
Farmers are busy preparing
Elder's Tailor Shop, Phone D6.
their land for wheat.
Plumbing. Repair prompt and
Mildred Burrus, of Clovis, is
visititig in our district this week. satisfactory.
Phone 72.
Mrs. Brasher's mother, Mrs.
Houston, returned home from
an extended visit in north Miss- -

Look Ahead
Shortsightedness is the cause of failure. He who looks ahead and builds
accordingly is a truly wise man.

tf

FORESIGHT, and the ability
save are the surest assets in the
making of a permanent success.

Put your money in OUR BANK.

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

